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Ice blankets region
Officials: trees down
throughout county
By HAWKINS T1EAGUE
Staff Writer
cy weather overnight led to multiple fallen trees, limbs
and trees across the county and region this morning and
forecasts are predicting it will only get worse.
Calloway County and Murray government offices are
closed for the day. Sgt. Tracy Gugc of tlic Murray Police
Department said roads were not icy as of 8 this morning,
but there were many power lines and trees down. The Five
Points intersection at 16th Street was blocked off early
today to repair a fallen pow ler line. Power was also
reported out in the west and nonh parts of the city.
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•See Page 3A
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and KYSER LOUGH/Ledger S Times
Ice covered the entire region this morning downing trees and causing
interruptions in electrical services. This vehicle in
the Stewart Stadium parking lot is one of many that are covered in
a sheet of ice.

WEATHER

TODAY

TOMORROW

30s

20s

20s

By The Associated Press
Tuesday...Freezing rain
and a chance of sleet. Sleet
accumulation up to 1 inch.
Ice accumulation around
one half of an inch. Highs in
the lower 30s
Tuesday night...Cloudy,
Snow. Sleet likely and a
chance of freezing rain in the
evening.. Then a chance of
snow and sleet after midnight. Lows in the lower 20s.
Wednesday...Partly
sunny. A 20 percent chance
of snow in the morning.
Storm total ice accumulations 1 to 2 inches. Highs in
the upper 20s
Wednesday
night...Mostly clear. Lows
around 17.
Thursday...Partly sunny.
Highs in the mid 30s.
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Women

who are

be:tig

stalked should work with
law enforcement to keep
themselves safe, but need to
be aware of the law's limitations so they can take every
precaution, according to
Kentucky State Police
spokesman Dean Patterson.
Patterson,
KSP's public information officer
for
Post
One, spoke
to a group
of representatives
Patterson from
C'alloway
County public agencies
recently at the Holmes-Ellis
Community Center in recognition of National Stalking
Awareness
Month.
According to the National
Center for Victims of
Crime's Web site, a study
released by the U.S.
Department of Justice,
Bureau of Justice Statistics
on January 13 found that 3.4
million people identified
themselves as stalking victims in a 12-month period.
This was an increase of 2
million since a key 1998
study, it said.
Carla Owens. the cutreach

II See Page 3A
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Sixth-graders students from Murray Middle School write down answers
to questions
Monday about Abraham Lincoln at Murray State University's Wrather West
Kentucky
Museum. While on their field trip, the students answered questions for scavenge
a
r hunt
related to various displays, including the traveling Lincoln exhibit from the
Kentucky
Historical Society commemorating his 200th birthday next month.

Lincoln Exhibit at Wrather
to continue through Saturday
By HAWKS TEAGUE
Staff Wnter
urray

State
University's Wrather
West
Kentucky
Museum will continue to host
a traveling Lincoln display
through Saturday.
The exhibit, which opened
Jan. 12, is called "Discovering
Kentucky's Abraham Lincoln"
and is a traveling display from
the
Kentucky
Historical
Society. It is divided into five
themes:
"A
Frontier
Childhood,"
"Becoming

M

President," "Ending Slavery,"
"Lincoln and Kentucky at
War" and "Remembering
Lincoln Differently."
Museum Director Kate
Reeves said the timing for the
display is perfect for several
reasons. Lincoln's 200th birthday will be Feb. 12 and presidential biographer Richard
Norton Smith is scheduled to
give a lecture on the subject in
Lovett Auditorium at 7 p.m. on
Feb. 2. In addition to that. the
Carmen Pavilion at MSU's

West Farm on College Town
Road is currently hosting a
traveling science exhibit from
the Louisville Science Center.
so some classes around the
region have taken field trips to
visit both.
Besides that, Barack °barna.
the first African-American
president, took office last week
146 years to the month after
Lincoln
signed
the
Emancipation Proclamation.

II See Page 3A

Special to the Ledger
The Calloway Chapter of the
American Red Cross is working with local police and fire
departments to address emergency needs that may arise due
to weather over the next faw
days.
"Our volunteers and some of
our shelter sites were placed on
alert at 4 p.m. yesterday. We
will address individual needs
where and when they occur,"
said Jennifer Wilson, executive,
director. "Our Disaster Action
Team trains in advance to be
ready to respond when help is

•See Page 3A

Soccer to be
played at
Bee Creek
By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
Hundreds of youngsters
will play soccer as usual this
spring at Bee Creek as
Murray-Calloway County
Parks
and
Soccer
Association boards Monday
night temporarily laid aside
their differences to focus on
a facility user agreement.

II See Page 3A
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II Lincoln ...

April Elizabeth Nis Beck
April Elizabeth Ails Beck, 21. Hales tile. All .
died Friday. Jan. 23. 2009, at her home
Survivors include her husband. A.J Beck. one
daughter, Callie Rose Beck. 18 months old, her
parents. Joe Mark and Selena All, one sister.
Mary Catherine Ails, and her grandmother. Rose
Burleson. all of Haley),ille, her grandparent..
Willard and Martha Ails, and her great-grandmother, Clare Harding, all of Murray. Ky.
The funeral was Saturday at Haleyville Church
of Christ with Ron Horton and Willard Alls offici-

From Front

ating.
Pinkard Funeral Home of Haleyville was in
charge of arrangements.

Man Panish
Alan Parrish, 58, South Fulton. Tenn.. died
Sunday. Jan. 25. 20(19
at his home. He was a truck driver for James
Gammon & Sons and
was a member of Sharon Baptist Church,
Mayfield. Ky. He was
born Feb. 4, 1950, in Fulton, Ky.
Survivors include his wife. Rebecca Erwin Parrish;
his parents.
Marjorie Bowlin and William Edward (Billy)Parrish.
South Fulton:
four sons, David Parrish, Paducah, Tony Blayloc
k and wife. Nick'.
Martin, Tenn., Mitchell Parrish, Jackson.
lenn.. and Michael
Parrish, South Fulton; three daughters, Angelia Parrish,
South
Fulton, Tammy Hall and husband. Justin, and Jenny
Forrester and
husband, Jason. Tarawa Terrace, N.C.: one stepdaughter.
Laura
Canup, Murray. Ky.; 14 grandchildren. Lawson Parrish.
Paducah.
Ky., Alexia and Zachary Parrish. Fulton. Damon, Aubree,
Justice
and Preston Hall, and Cain, Brittany. Anthony and
Krishane
Blaylock. Martin, Tenn., Gabrielle Parrish. Jackson,
Tenn., and
Lucas and Katie Forester, Tarawa Terrace: two stepgran
dchildren.
Taylor and Sydney Canup, Murray.
The funeral will be Wednesday at 10:30 a.m. at the Hornbea
k
Funeral Chapel, Fulton. Burial will follow in the Oak
Grove
Cemetery, Dukedom, Tenn. Visitation will be at the funeral
home
from 5 to 8 p.m. today (Tuesday) and after 8 a.m. on
Wednesday.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Sharon Mission
Fund.
do Sharon Baptist Church, 3586 St. Rt. 303, Mayfield,
KY 42066.

HAWKINS TEAGUE/Ledger & Times
MURRAY MAIN STREET WEEK: Murray
Mayor ToiTi RusN::y t,iy;1....
Thursday
at City Hall declaring Feb. 1-7 Murray Main Street
Week. Seated to the left is Main Street
Manager Deana Wright. Standing from left to right
are Main Street board member Candace
Dowdy and Main Street interns Ashley Henson, Becky
Braboy and Eon Richersen.

•Stalking...
From Front

Calloway and
Marshall
counties
for
Merryman House Domestic
Crisis Center, said she has been
working throughout January to
put together "stalking sacks" to
give to law enforcement assisting domestic violence and stalking victims. The sacks will
Jimmie Wilson Lewis
include
items such as emerJimmie Wilson Lewis, 73, Hardin. died Monday. Jan. 26,
2009. at gency cell
phones, personal
2:13 p.m. at Lourdes Hospital. Paducah.
alarrns, whistles and cameras.
Collier Funeral Home of Benton is in charge of arrange
ments.
She said donations of toiletries
are always welcome and are
Mrs. Shannon Lee Robinson
important to have for women
The funeral for Mrs. Shannon Lee Robinson was Monday
at 3:30 forced to abruptly leave their
p.m. in the chapel of Miller Funeral Home, Hazel. Wayne
T. Hall
homes. She said she also colofficiated. Pallbearers were John Rush, Joe Thomps
on. Eddie lects used cell phones to recycle
Turner, Neil Provine. Anthony Robinson, Hughes Bennett
and Jake and gain extra funds.
Robinson. Burial was in the Hazel Cemetery. Online condole
nces
"We have a really giving commay be made to www.imesmillencom.
munity. I can tell you that
Mrs. Robinson. 46, North 8th Street, Paducah, died Friday.
Jan. much." Owens said.
23. 2009, at 4:30 p.m. at her home.
When speaking to the gatherShe was of Church of Christ faith and was born Jan. 13.
1963. Her ing Friday. Patterson saJ there
father-in-law, Ronald Robinson, preceded her in deatb.
are r4k/ tionns of stalking
SurvIVOis• include her husband. Scott Robinson, to Whomiheivas
who aft Airctly quiaTffY under
married July 23. 1994; three daughters. Terra-Jo Scott Robinso
n, Kentucty selfutes. He said that
and Dee-Ana Elizabeth Robinson, both of Hazel, and
Sabrina often. a pattern of stalking
Brooke White, Coma. Calif; one son, Auston Remington
White. behavior - or a "course of conCorina, Calif.; her parents. Ralph and Sandy Merritt. one
brother, duct" - must emerge before the
Christopher Merritt, and one sister. Heather Bradley and husband
stalker can be arrested and prosJeff, all of Paris. Tenn.; one grandaughter, Onika Brooke
White. ecuted. It often hard to prove
Corina; her mother-in-law, Verla Robinson, Hazel: three nieces;
two that someone is being stalked.
nephews.
and a scary incident usually has
to occur twice before charges
athocate

in

Randall (Randy) Lynn Bradley

The funeral for Randall (Randy) Lynn Bradley will be today
(Tuesday) at I p.m. in the chapel of Collier Funeral Home,
Benton.
Bro. Joe Frizzell will officiate. Burial will follow in the Marshal
l
County Memory Gardens, Benton.
Visitation is now at the funeral home.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Randall Bradley
Memorial Fund, do Collier Funeral Home, P.O. Box 492,
Benton.
KY 42025.
Mr. Bradley, 45. Calvert City, died Friday. Jan. 23. 2009. at his
home. He worked as a laborer in construction. He was the son of
the
late Joe Edward Bradley and Linda Kay Brasher Bradley.
Survivors include two brothers. Robert Bradley, Calvert City, and
Danny Bradley, Gilbertsville; two nieces. Kasi Bradley, Calvert
City, and Jessie Bradley, Gilbertsville; two nephews, Cory Jessup,
Murray, and Benjamin Bradley, Benton.

II Ice blankets region
From Front
The outermost parts of the
county appeared to be faring
even worse, a spokesman at the
Calloway County Sheriff's
Office reported.
-There's trees down everywhere, power lines down
everywhere, you name it," he
said. "It's a mess and it's going
to get a lot worse."
According to the Associated
Press, National Weather Service
meteorologist Robin Smith in
Paducah said this morning that
western Kentucky had received
up to 1 1/2 inches of sleet and
freezing rain and that the ice

II Red Cross ...
From Front
crisis and needs emergency
sheltering. they should call the
needed.
American Red Cross at (270)
The Calloway County
753-1421 for assistance, it was
Chapter encourages the commureported.
nity to prepare for inclement
The American Red Cross proweather. Residents should have
vides disaster preparedness and
a preparedness kit which respons
e, and health and safety
includes a weather radio. flash- educati
on to residents of
light, batteries, warm clothing. Murray
and Calloway County.
blankets, water and non-perish- as well as
assistance to families
able food. These supplies can with member
s in the military.
prepare people for short-term The Calloway Chapter
responds
power outages. If. however. to emergencies on a
regular
someone finds themselves in a basis.

••.

buildup is causing transformers
to explode and downing trees
and power lines.
Dozens of schools, daycares,
businesses and other organizations across Kentucky closed
early in anticipation of the
storm, which could bring 5 to
10 inches of snow to some
parts of the state. the AP reported.
Keith Todd of districts 1 and
2 of the Kentucky Highway
Department wrote in an e-mail
this morning that crews were
reporting an increased number
of fallen trees, which was a
special concern for people driving to work before dawn.

can be pressed against the stalker.
"The law is a hindrance as
much as it is a help sometimes."
Patterson said.
People also need to be aware
that it is harder to get legal protection from a boyfriend than it
is a husband or other relative.
Patterson said. Once a pattern
emerges with a relative, though,
the victim needs to obtain a
domestic violence order(DV0)
and keep the piece of paper with
her at all times. This is because
emergency calls related to stalking and abuse often happen on
the weekend, which means
police can't call the district
court clerk's office to verify a
DVO until Monday morning.
Victims also need to remember to hold onto any evidence of
stalking, such as threatening
text messages or voice mails.
and to document every incident
in any way they can.:Tbriwon't
guarantee the successful prosecution of a stalking crime, but it
certainly will help.
"A conviction and criminal
charges are two different
things." Patterson said.
Anyone wishing to donate to
the local outreach center can
call Owens at 759-2373.

"Almost all of our 23 westernmost counties of Kentucky
report downed trees and sagging power lines," Todd reported. "At this point. Caldwell.
Hopkins, and Muhlenberg seem
to be the hardest hit. KY 672 is
temporarily closed in Caldwell
County due to downed trees.
"Crews are responding as
quickly as possible. Motorists
who encounter a downed tree
blocking a roadway should take
note of the specific location by
mile point or landmark and
report it to their local 911 call
center so crews can be dispatched to the site."

(Mama is fascinated by Lincoln
and even took the oath of office
on his Bible
"With the inauguration.
there's been a huge interest in
she said
Reeves said that despite - and
partly because
of Lincoln'.
status as one of the most revered
presidents. there are many misnomers about him and fact,
people don't know about him.
While A couple of sixth-grade
classes from Murray Middle
School visited on Monday. she
told them before going through
the museum that Lincoln had
started the federal banking system and was the first president
born outside of the original 13
American colonies. The class
toured the museum finding
answers for a fact-finding scavenger hunt on all three floors.

•Soccer ...
From Front

Department until a longer-range
contract has been approved and
Following an often consigned by both parties.
tentious meeting at the MurrayA dispute over who owns thouCalloway County Chamber of
sands of dollars worth of soccer
Commerce board room, memequipment now used by MCCSA at
bers of both boards agreed to set
aside differences over how soc- Bee Creek has apparently been setcer games and tournaments will tle by Kentucky Revised Statutes
be handled through the season According to a copy of 95-251 and
to make sure expectation of 95-252 provide by Parks Board
young participants are not Chairman Bill Bailey. all equipment
adversely affected by an ongo- attached to park's property is the
ing dispute regarding oversight property of the park.
However other disputes
of youth sports.
Parks Board officials unani- involving a Parks Department
mously voted to form a five-per- proposal to hire a full-time
son committee that will meet youth sports league director
during the following week to affecting baseball and soccer
come up with a contract that with MCCSA serving in an
will allow soccer to be played at advisory capacity will be a little
more difficult to settle. MCCSA
Bee Creek as scheduled.
MCCSA registration begins members were concerned that
the Parks Board did not underFebruary I.
The committee will comprise stand the complexity and
two Parks Board members, two requirements of operating socMCCSA board. members and cer tournaments under state and
one Parks Program Board inem- federal organiiihranal rules
ber.
while Martin pointed out sever"No matter what happens you al problems the department has
will have a place to play." said run into with MCCSA boards
Parks Director Matt Martin.
regarding contractual agreeThe action was regarded as a ments and costs that were
"good faith" move on the part of reportedly not honored accordboth boards. After a contract has ing to agreement.
been drawn up. members of the
Martin said the Parks
Parks Program Committee will Department is now losing
bring the proposal to the full money on soccer activities
board for final approval. All because funds paid to the board
soccer activity will be under the do not cover the cost of maintesupervision of the Parks nance.

Stock price information not available trZaii.due to early publicat

ion

Prosecutor seeks to
dismiss wreck charges
MURRAY. Ky.(AP) - A special prosecutor hi.s asked a
judge to dismiss charges against
a western Kentucky police officer charged with reckless homicide in a fatal wreck.
Special prosecutor G.L. Ovey
filed the motion to dismiss in
the case of Murray police officer John 'Andy' Cooper.
Cooper has pleaded not guilty in
the case.
The charge stems from a
March Di wreck in which 68year-old Ray Walker of Murray
died after Cooper slammed into
the side of his vehicle while
responding to a burglar alarm.
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Photo provided
INFINITE CAMPUS: Eva Darnel!, Ginger Norsworthy,
Lisa Spann, Andrea Wright, Renee
Miller. Susan Taylor and Stephanie Wyatt take part in a two-da
y training session on the new
Infinite Campus student information system that will be
implemented in March.

Photo

provide°
EXERCISE IMPORTANCE: Murray Middle School fourth grade studen
ts in Katy Hill's class
enjoy working with Ginny Harper from the 4-H extension
office. The students learned about the
body system and how important it is to exercise. Pictured, from left,
are Jake Franke, Harper.
Andrew Pajor and Zachary Boardman.

Photo provided

KYSER LOUGHtedger & Times
COLONELS: Two Calloway County High School
seniors were commissioned as Kentucky
Colonels for their work in the live broadcasting of a town
hall meeting with the Governor in
August 2008_ Standing. left to right. are: Zee Enix,
Jordan Bumpus, Seth Fortenbery. Fifth
District Rep. Melvin Henley and Calloway County Democr
atic party Chairman Hal Kemp.

Photo provided

.MAKING VOLCANOES: Dana Henry s P4 students built their
own volcanoes out of clay as
'part of their reading series unit. Maddie Pfannerstill, left, and
Olivia Butterworth. right, work on
:their volcanoes.

sesas a *

EGG DROP CONTEST: Mike
Epperson's seventh-graders
were assigned the task of
making a contraption with an
Photo provideo
egg inside that could fall from STUDENT OF
THE WEEK: This week's Century 21 Loretta
the roof of Murray Middle Jobs Realtors
Student of the Week is Nathan Watson. a Senior
without breaking the egg. from Murray High
School. In photo from left to right is: Wendy
Hunter Carter proudly dis- Swalls. Foreve
r Communications: Nathan Watson. Student of
plays his intact egg.
the Week. and Theresa Speed, Murray High Principal.

Photo provided
SPEECH TEAM: The Calloway County Middle School
Speech Team competed at the J
Garland Blair Swing Tournament in Larue County on
January 17th. Logan English, Adrian
Herndon. Sullivan McCallon. Landon Fike and
Callie Emerson advanced to the final
round of
the tournament. pre-qualifying them for the Kentuc
ky High School Speech League State
Tournament in March.
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Your carrier will deliver the paper as long
as it is safe to travel.
Please understand, the safety of our carrie
rs is very important to us.
We will do our best to deliver the
newspaper to you.
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'Evening of Chocolate Delight'
scheduled here on Feb. 12
"Evening of Chocolate Delight" will be
Thursday, Feb. 12, from 5:30 to 7:30 p.m.
at the Murray Woman's Club house.
704
Vine St., Murray. This will be sponso
red
by the Kappa Department of the club.
Tickets are $5 in advance and $7 at the
door. Tickets are available at Murray -Calloway County Chamber of Commerce, Loretta Jobs Century 21 and from Kappa members. Proceeds will benefit the CASA (court
Jo's
appointed special advocate l of Calloway
Datebook County.
By Jo Burkeen
A Kappa member said "Understanding
Community
these economic times, we are hoping by
Editor
lowering the ticket cost will alloy* more
community members to attend and assist
in making a much needed contribution to
help CASA continue to help children."

Murray Art Guild plans classes
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Murray An Guild now has youth classes availabl
e. Classes
include Messy Friday for preschool and adults
and After School
Studio for elementary. MAC juniors for middle
sc hool age
and high school studio. Each class has limited
enrollment with
age appropriate projects designed to encourage
individual creative expression. For information call the guild
at 753-.4059
or e-mail murrayartguild@murray-ky.net.

Conference meeting planned

The West Kentucky Educational Cooperative
will meet
Wednesday from 9:30 to 11:30 a.m. at the WKEC
Conference
Center in Eddyville.

MMS plans blood drive

Murray Middle School will sponsor a Red Cross
Blood
Drive on Thursday from 1:30 to 6:30 p.m. in the school
gym.
Carol Chapman will be the blood drive coordinator.
For information call Chapman at 753-5125.

MMS Committee will meet

Murray Middle School Curriculum and Instruction
Committee will meet Thursday at 3:30 p.m. in the office confere
nce
room. All interested persons are invited.

Photo presentation Wednesday

Vicki Wynn, Marshall County Extension Agent for
Family
& Consumer Sciences, will teach a lesson on "Family
Photos:
Presentation, Care & Display" on Wednesday from 10
to 11:30
a.m. at the Calloway County Estensionoffice. Murray. This
lesson will include identification information to help solve
the
mystery of who, what, when and where for unlabelled
photos.
To register call the Calloway County Extension office at
7531452.

Relay for Life Team plans event

The Murray Bank Relay for Life Team will have a rebate
event all day and night on Wednesday at The Big Apple Cafe.
Customers are asked to tell your server or cashier to
place
their receipts in the Relay for Life rebate batch.

TOPS Group will meet
TOPS # Ky. 623 Chapter will meet today (Tuesday) at
5
p.m. at First Christian Church fellowship hall. 111 North
Fifth
St. Weigh-in will be from 5 to 5:30 p.m. For information
call
Johna at 227-9521.

Murray Singles will meet

Murray Singles (SOS) will meet tonight (Tuesday) at 7 p.m.
in the annex of the Calloway County Public Library. For
information call Pat at 489-2909 or Mary Beth at 436-5116.

Al-Anon meeting Tuesday

Al-Anon will meet tonight Tuesday) at 6:30 p.m. at First
United Methodist Church. Enter from the southside rear door
located near the playground. The only requirement is that there
be a problem of alcoholism or addiction in a relative or friend.

Narcotics Group will meet
Narcotics Anonymous will meet each Monday at 6 p.m. and
Tuesday and Thursday at 8 p.m. at St. John's Episcopal Church.
For information call 753-8419 or 1-877-447-2004.

Murray-Calloway County Fair officers and
board members attend state convention

The
Murray-Calloway
County Fair (MCCF) Officers
and Board of Directors attended
the
annual
Kentucky
Association of Fairs and Horse
Shows in Louisville. Jan. 8-11.
Those in attendance included
Brad Belcher, president: Ben
Watkins, vice president; Jerry
McCoy. treasurer; Christy
Watkins. secretary; Patricia
Parrish.
director;
Jamey
McMillen. director; and Connie
McMillen. association ember.
During the annual convention Parrish was elected as firstvice president of the Kentucky
Association of Fairs and Horse
Shows. Parrish served as the
Zone One director for the last
nine years, second-vice president and has been a member of
the local county fair for over 20
years. The KAFF1S is the state
organization for all of the county
fairs
and
festivals.
Additionally, while attending
the convention the members
attended a trade show, state
association business meetings.
as well as educational information sessions.
MCCF officers said "Myers
Amusements will again be providing the amusements and carnival rides at this year's fair
dates on June 8-13. 2009. As
with last year. there will be one

Primary Care Medical Center Team for Relay for Life has
cookbooks for sale with proceeds to the team. They are available at Primary Care or call Wendy Joyce at 759-9200.
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Advanced Portable Infrared Mester

The
Calloway
County
Genealogical Society meeting
was held Jan. 2 at the Annex of
the Calloway County Public
Library at 11 a.m. with the call
to order by Dixie Hopkins.
A report was given on the
clearing of the old Poor Farm
Cemetery. It was reported that
Phil Haile. Calloway County
jailer. said "that he would be
able to give some assistance in
clearing the land.'
Members discussed their
researched family histories.
Frances Spillman gave a
report on her search for James
Harvy Sims. a Civil War veteran. She was researching in order
to become a member of the
United
Daughters
of
Confederacy. Members discussed the methods they were
using to research their family
history.
The next meeting will be
Friday, Feb. 6. at II a.m. at the
CCPL Annex. Joe Pat James
will discuss the early settlement
of the city of Murray.

I Heats up to 1000 scr
Cannot start a fue
ft evenly for about a
"'FREE shopprng
51 a day
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I',are around luds P. pet, / New low we&

MSU faculty tenure and
promotions announced
Todd.
Organizational
Communication;
Bonnie
McNeely.
Management.
Marketing
and
Business
Administration; Randal Keller,
Occupational Safety and Health:
Pearl Payne. Wellness and
Therapeutic Sciences; Sarah
Gutwirth and Peggy Schrock.
an:
Laura
Liljequist,
Psychology: Ricky Cox and
Terry McCreary. Chemistry;
Rob Donnelly and Maeve
McCarthy. Mathematics and
Statistics; David Ferguson and
Jay
Morgan. School
of
Agriculture.
Faculty receis ing tenure
were Josepa DeBella. associate.
and William Koenecke. assistant. Adolescent. Career and
Special Education; Kathleen
Farrell. associate. Nursing:
Peggy Pittman-Munke. associate. Social Work, Criminal

Attention Entrepreneurs:
The Alpha Project Is For You!
What is it'The Alpha Project is a 12-week training course designed to help
entrepreneurs learn the skills needed to create. de% elop. and strengthen successful business ‘entures The program will feature.
• Expenenced business educators and professionals as guest speakers
• Networking and learning opportunities with loral husine, professionals
• Cornprehensise textbooks workbook,and resource guides

Classes ate

Call NOW to Order
Order online 24-7 www.iNeaterStore.corn

Photo provided
Members of Calloway County Genelogical Society attending
the meeting, were, front left, back
row, Carolyn Tidwell, Barbara Smotherrnan, Betty Homsb
y and Dixie Hopkins, front row, Gail
McCuiston, Shirley Brown and Frances Spillman. Not picture
d are James Hooper, Ruth Cole
and Mona Steely.

Classes ha Murray begin Monday. February 16. 2009
awl will be held each consecutive Monday through May 4.
All classes will be held at the Murray-Calloway County
Chamber at Commerce.805 N. 12th Street.

Saves Mow 1111V_Saves Paw/ WS

1-800-469-0456

Photo provided
Murray-Calloway County Fair officers and board membe
rs attending the Kentucky Association
of Fairs and Horse Shows (KAFHS) Convention in Louisvi
lle, were, from left, Jerry McCoy,
Brad Belcher, Chnsty Watkins, Ben Watkins, Trish Parrish
, and Jamey McMillen.
admission price to the fair that tion hopes to unveil a
new this year's fair will be posted on
will include free carnival rides. multi-purpose facility as part
of the official MCCF website at
free show ring events, free this year's festivities. The facilihttp://www.mccfair.com/
as
exhibits and parking. Two dis- ty will be constructed
at the details are finalized by the assocount admission nights will be front patron entrance
of the ciation. If anyone is interested
held to benefit Murray - grounds and will be availabl
e in joining the association and
Calloway County Need Line.
throughout the year for commu- assisting with the plannin
g and
In addition to all of the regu- nity events.
execution of the fair, call
lar fair events, the fair associaAdditional information about Christy Watkins at 492-8112.

Spillman presents program for Genealogical Society

A number of Murray State
University faculty were awardMHS Council will meet
Murray High School Based Decision Making Council will ed promotions and tenure for the
meet today (Tuesday) at 4:30 p.m. at the school. Teresa Speed. current academic year, 2008-09.
Because of the high quality of
principal, invites the public to attend.
its faculty. the university recommends promotion and tenure
Blood drives scheduled
The Calloway County Chapter of the American Red Cross actions to the university board
has scheduled four blood drives for this week from 10 a.m. of regents each year.
Promoted to associate were
to 4 p.m. Tuesday and Wednesday at Murray State University
Curtis Center: from 7 a.m. to I p.m. Thursday at Wal-Mart Joseph DeBella and Natalie
Supercenter of Murray in honor of the Bucy family who were Doering. Adolescent. Career
Special
Education:
seriously injured in a fire at their home. Another event planned and
will be a free Red Cross Disaster Relief Class on Friday from Kathleen Farrell. Nursing:
9 a.m. to noon and 6 to 9 p.m. at the chapter office in the David Kraemer, Occupational
Weaks Community Center. To register for the class, call the Safety and Health: Barbara
Cobb. English and Philosophy;
chapter office at 753-1421.
James Clinger. Government.
Law and International Affairs;
Adult Day Care available
James Hereford and James
• Easter Seals West Kentucky Adult Day Care is now accept- Rogers.
Engineering
and
individ
ing
uals on the new Michelle P. Waiver Program for Physics.
people with developmental disabilities or mental retardation.
Promoted to professor were
Centers are located at 2229 Mildred St.. Paducah, and 88 Com- Holly Rudolp
h, Accounting:
merce Dr.. Benton. For more information on this new pro- Michael Bokeno and
Timothy
gram, call Susan Suttle RN at 1-270-442-2001.

Primary Care plans promotion

.1•••••••• 1.601•1111•110.0.
.1",•.•
• At .41

e-mail: jo.burkeenemurrayledger.com

FREE to all whrr qual0 Mt ST Pre-Register
To Register Contact:

Juds Calhoun. Mk-Oaken Count!, Conununn

.270)441-6962

Career Likt.,,,,ment

. Jr". a.whole new Curves!'
Introducing CunesSmart,
the world'5, incrst.
advanced technology!

,

Justice
and
Gerontology;
Barbara
Cobb, associate.
English and Philosophy; James
Clinger. associate, Government.
Law and International Affairs;
Dayle Saar, assistant, Biological
Sciences: James Rogers, associate, Engineering
Physics;
Solomon Antony. assistant.
Computer
Science
and
Information systems.

50'( off
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ADJUSTMENTS
Advertisers are requested to Cr-e.
the first insertion dt their ads I.
,
error Murray Ledger & Times ev ,esponsoble tor only one incorrecl
nserbon Any error should be report
immediately so corrections car
tie made
ed
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To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at
753-1916 ask for 011 Stephens or Ashley Morris
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.- Offic
e Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m. • Fax: 753-1927

VISA

HAPPY VALENTINES DAY

I

sh„„..,

Ordinance Number 2008-1478
An ordinance enacting and adopting a
supplement
tr, the ('fts' of Moreau Cori.,of Ordinances

sar H. Thomas Rushing
H. Thomas Rushing, Moor
Attest
as Berle McClure
Harla McClure, City Clerk
Summary prepared by
Warren Hopkins. City Attorney

-Custom Embroidery
& Screen Printing

New'Location
1.4/04i4var121
'

Bypass N
753-7743

THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and compa
flies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.

OC
Laboratory
Technician needed to
support food manufacturing operation Will
conduct basic and new
product R&D. lab testing. inspections.
audits Must be a team
player, professional,
and proactive at developing ideas io continuously improve the system.
Skills/Requirements:
•
College
degree required
(bench level chemistry
a plus)
• 2 Years related work
experience, familiarity
with batch production
is highly desirable

050
Lost end Found
FOUND Two dogs,
one Brown male. one
White male. Call to ID
& claim. 753-3213

Knowledge
of
Microsoft applications
and good record-keeping skills are a must

DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
"help wanted'. section
on our classifieds
webpage at
murrayledgercom.
you will be redirected
o jobnetwork,com
By default.
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
this website
However. as a national
website not all listings
on the jobnetwork.com
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
Job listings Thank you
FIREFIGHTERS
WANTED Paid training, good salary, $ for
school, regular raises.
benefits. retirement
HS grads ages 17-34.
Call Mon-Fri 1-800777-6289

1• *

1
1
1
1

• Must have a strong
work ethic and a
healthy respect for
confidentiality
• Must be well organ
ized. detail-oriented
motivated, and require
little siipervision
• Ability to read and
interpret regulatory and
procedural documents
• Ability to write reports
and correspondence
and to speak effectively before customers
and employees
• Understanding of statistics and ability to
work with basic mathematical concepts
• Good conceptual and
decision-making skills
Please email resume
OCIablech

1 *

LEDGER&TIMES - :1

Home Delivery

3 mo.
1 yr.

All Other Mail
Subscriptions
$70.541 3 mo
$75.00
$90.00 6 me.
$96.00
$120.00 I yr........$145.00_11

Purse, A Buchman

6 me.
1 yr
Check
Name

Money Order

Visa

M/C

St. Address_..

State_ _

7.iv

Ph._ __

_

Mail this coupon with payment to
Murray Ledger & Timex
P.O. Box 1040
1
Murray, KY 42071
1lIr tall 12701753-1918
I.

Aim

Brenden Call:Mangan
RADLICAll PEPSI
115 Lailoway Como
Intoonshon Aga Pill*
Pnekicah. KY 421111
Q70) 442.0 765
p ducahhorgasopsintidente I ice.corn
Pups, MidAroorica One. 69..01 opponuagy onfo,,yr,

We are looking tor a person that has- integrity. a
good work ethic, sense ot responsibility

SECURITY Gain skills
on the (ob. Good pay.
benefits, 30 days
vacation/yr No exp
needed HS grads
ages 17-34 Call Mon
Fri 1-600-777-6289

.High-School Diploma or GED
•No mmingitraffic i siolations in the past 2 years
•No drug or alcohol Lharges within 7 years
All qualified applicants must pass a pre-employment
testing before being considered any further
*DOT Drug and Alcohol Test
*DOT Physical
•Crinunal Record Check

DON'T have time to
deep cleaning/ Cal
mei Very reasonable
rates 227-6535 Day o
night

Please submit application at Murray
Calloway Transit Authority located at 1111
Transit Way. 753-9725

HOUSECLEANING
270-293-5806

E.E.O.

TWO
hardworking
ladies will do light
housework to deep
cleaning Call for free
estimate 752-0406

Murray
Wi 1111,0 NI411. 1''.1111...1011 1

Oilieent Recruitment Specialists

100 •

High school diploma or GED and approved
foster/adoptive family.
Some nights, weekends and travel required
Application Deadline: February 6, 2009
•Salary $10.20/hr
Click on "Employment" at
www.murraystate.edu for additional information

usiness
Opportunity
For Sale or Lease
1.8 Acres with 4400
square foot block
building
Hwy 641 South
Murray.
Suitable lor
church,retail,
office, restaurant. 3BR.
IBA living quarters.
Contact OBAR 2933232

Submit letter of application, current resume arid
three references to: Phil Kilby, Chair. Search
Committee, Training Resource Center, Murray
State University, 240 Wells Hall. Murray, KY
42071
Women/minorities encouraged to apply
EEO, IWF/D, AA employer

120
Computers
MOM COMPUTERS
Service/Sales
Repairs/Upgrades
759.3556

%it kick% •t xt1 t ‘4%
SANITATION TRUCK DRIVER
(full-time with benefits)
High school graduate & one year driving
trucks & equipment required
Valid driver's license (required to obtain CDL;
Pre-employment drug screening
Salary $7 52 hourly

1

Adecco is currently accepting applications for
Jencal and light industrial positions in the
Murray area Background and Drug Screen
will be required

EOE

CNA(Med Aide Full time 3pm 11pm
Prefer experience but will train
Good working conditions Pleasant atmosphere
Apply in person at Fern Terrace
EOE

Accepting new
patients. ALWAYS!

Specialties
Dr

Kevin Adams

270-759-2500

SONY Flat Panel TV's
Full line of all Sony flat
panel TV's All the
newest makes and
models
including
Sony's
Best
XBR
series. On display for
free delivery & set-up.
custom
surround
sound installation also
available Guaranteed
lowest prices, locally
owned and operated
Come in see these
magnificent TV's in
action.
Murray
Telephone
Electronics, Inc,. corner of 8th and Arcadia
(270)753-7567,

[LEL-

Haler front loade
washer & dryer. Grea
for apartment or RV
Like new, must sell
978-5005
LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES
WARD-ELK INS

605 E Sown 171^, Sr

(270.)753-1713
160

Want to Buy
12- 'X1- 8' used utility
trailer.978-1806
ANTIQUES, Call Larry
753-3633
CASH paid for
good, used guns
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519S 12th
Murray

NICE 2 BR, no pets
753-9866

E yeCare

Home Furnishings

140

OWE

Mobilo Konen Far Re7rilt

GREENHOUSE and
equipment for tobacco
plants 489-2436 after
7pm

TITLE VI NOTICE OF PROTECTIONS
AGAINST DISCRIMINATION

190 FahOnsElit

280

PART-TIME help for
2009 L&M Lawn
Service Call 227-0611

Qualifications are
*Must be at least 21 years old
*Valid KY Driver's License

aerie& Positions Available!!

Happy Valentine's Day
Tnnay
Love You
Aunt Ash

Mail information, payment. and sender's name and phone
number to
PO. Box 1040, Murray, la 42071 or come by the office at
1001 %handl Ave, Murray
hetueen 7:30 a.m. and 5:00 p.m.

MCTA is hiring for a Part-time
Transit Driver/Escort

Apply online at eapp adecco corn,
search for zip code 42001 When
application is FULLY completed and submitted
call us at 800-403-9970 for an interview

_

City.

Daytime

You may also send your reortnes i.

$110.00

Rest of KY/TN

lieadlitie for receipt
of photos Er love
lines is Friday,
February 6 at 5PM.

210 Ordwory Hall
Illutray, KY 42071

Apply at Human Resources. Murray State
Universey. 404 Sparks Hall. Murray, KY 420713312 Women/minorities encouraged to apply.
EEO. WED AA

Local Mall
e( alkmakv)

3 mo.

1 00pnt

PASU -Career Services

Murray
*1

* * I

MURRAY

1 yr. .....---4105.00

005 N. 11th Stt•ot
Murray, KY 42071

01313/en

gmail cc

Dit lile A

6 mo......

Murray Chamber of Commerce

(no more than 25 words)

Thurs.-Jan 29 2009

400prn

(25 hours/month)

01:1112r-Y
'
aR :1
,
-.- Subscribe to the * 1I
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9110em
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LOVELINE - $10 EACH

Ann us ei the follow...vçi dales and locatwas
to scheditie an "Perry...,

Wed- Jan 29 2009

leAC
,
Hil
4p

"ea e$NLOALVff. 0
.
5
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(no more than two people per
picture and no more than 15 words)
$8 more for a double spot

Marieckunent Training Program
Pepsi MidAmence is currently looking tor Manager Trainee
candes
As otx business continues to grow so does our need tor
top level
managers Candidates should possess ad year degree in
Business
Sales or Mail,eting related fields

KELLERS Computers
is seeking qualified
sales personnel to
work with local businesses Must be energetic and be able to
close a deal 436-5933
MASSAGE Therapist
needed. Call (270)
767-0760 for more info,
Mon-Thur 9:00-3:00.

DCIO),

COP1G

PICTURES - $12 EACH

Wo,will be scheduling open interviews for

Al Pepsi PreidArnortca we offer COMpelitiVe wape
. s. 40 1fit.
beak,. knsunanco pew vac at,
1041 ai,id opportu nity tor itANIMerIMIN:

FAYES

lova tmcep tatt-77s4

rtAILAG

TOP quality
consignment furniture.
accessories and
antiques
Rood Interiors
603 Main St
753-6361
270
Mobile Homes For Sale

WANTED hunting land
to lease. 5-6 family
members looking for
300-500ac private farm
land w/hardwoods to
lease for
hunting.
Calloway County or
surrounding
areas.
Please call with suggestions or offers.
706-265-2466

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments
15115 Diuguid Dnt,e • Murray. KY 42071
270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833- Ext. 283
One and Two Bedroom Apartments
Central Heat and Air
Accepting Applications

in

Office Hours
8 a.m. - 12
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.

1 BR apt. various loa
cations. Coleman RE
Move in free days
753-9898
1 BR, all appliances. 1
year lease, deposit. no
Pets,
University
Heights Sub $325
monthly 753-4937
M-F, 8-5.
1 OR 2br apts. near
downtown
Murray
Lease and deposit
required. 753-4109.
I BR & 2BR apartments
available. Great location 1 year lease, 1
month deposit, no pets.
753-2905
1BR apartment. All utilities paid. $450
per month plus deposit.
270-227-4325

'St. vi.murrayky apartments.com

270-767-9111
Specializing in newly built
I & 2 Bedroom Apartments
Water, sewer. trash & Cable TV included
Appliances included. No PETS!
2BR, 2BA. garbage.
water & cable included.
$550 month. 1 year
lease. brand new. 7539479 ask for Debbie
Mac or 759-1509 after
5:00pm.
3 BR brick 2 full BA,
appliances, large deck,
and lawn service. Quiet
neighborhood.
227-5173.

1BR apt. private, free
standing with stairs
411-1/2S. 8th St. $275
monthly plus security,
270-474-2520.

3BR. 2BA in Hazel,
CM/A, all appliances.
lease, dep. &ref no
pets. $525. 753-1059

2 BR 2 BA, no pets
406 Bamta CI North
270-841-5653
270-376-2746

4 BR, 2 BA all appliances Move in free
days Coleman RE
753-9898

2BD, furnished, gas
heat. Lease, deposit,
references required,
no pets 1604 Miller
upstairs $400 a
month. (270)519-2699

1 BR, PET FREE AND
SMOKE FREE NEAR
HOSPITAL,
ONE
YEAR LEASE HARDWOOD
FLOORS
$325
226-8006

2BR apt. partially furHAZEL New one bednished, some utilities
-OWNER Financeroom. Appliances,
paid,
no
No credit check
pets.
11 1ST 'Ft
1
water, sewer, trash.
Singlewide
private $290/mo. 767-9037
.11 NIS(. U(.
electric include°.
country setting close to 2BR duplex. nice.
•SN ill l'ick-tip
$550/mo.
lake 213 Primrose. C/H/A. appliances fur(270)492-8211
New Concord. KY
St In
nished Various loca534.900,.
$1,500 tions Coleman RE
Mos
LARGE 3BR apt,
down. Call Ruthie 270753-9898
newly remodeled, on
753-551111
753-2222,
2BR townhome 1.5BA, campus. C./hi/A. WAD,
LAST ONEIll 3b/2ba
$600- 2 people, $675
'ol suitable for dou,AUD. 2-car garage
Complete with delivery
3 people, water,
olewide w/well septic.
$695 rent.
$500
and set and ready to
sewage & trash furelectricity
deposit, first month
Near
live in $29999
nished, no pets
Murray. 226-9534 after
free.
731-584-9429
(270)293-3710
7pm
1 -year lease, no pets
YEAR End Clearance!
293-3904
1401
USED motor oil pick20°,6-50% of all lot
LARGE 3BR furnished
Diuguid Dr
up
model homes! First
apartment. 2,000 sq.ft
2BR,
SBA.
1
Drum exchange
no pets
come first served,
All utilities paid with
$475 monthly.
270-436-2215
731-584-9429
washer and dryer 1 yr
293-5423
lease, deposit, references No pets $800
2BR, 1BA Hazel.
All line ads placed in our paper
monthly 1606 Miller,
C/H/A, all appliances,
a_re posted on our website for free!
bottom floor
lease. dep. &ref no
270-519-2699
pets $425 753-1059

L

LARGE, very nice 2
bedroom. 1 1/2 bath
townhouse with all
appliances including
microwave and washer & dryer. 5495/mo.
(270)759-5885 or
(270)293-7085.
LIKE new. 1BR apt, all
appliances, 1705 &
1707
Brooklyn Dr.
270-559-9080 or leave
message.
NICE 2Br 1Ba duplex.
Stove,
refrigerator,
WAD hook-up
$300
deposit, $325 rent.
293-3761.
NOW LEASING
1. 2 & 3bedroom Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday.
Wednesday, Friday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #1-800-648-6056
NOW renting several
exceptionally nice.
large 1 bedrooms
unfurnished and
newly constructed
($375 includes
microwave) All appliances including washer, dryer, and dishwasher. Availabilthes in
February 759-5885 or
293-7085

SMALL 1 BR ap•
Water paid $265 pc month No pets On
person
•

Check us
on the web!

1

Nturrii Ledger & Times

TOWNHOUSES
to
rent 3 & 4 BR 25 BA,
refrigerator.
oven.
stove. washer & dryer
included
Close to
Murray State 56305840 a month. First
month 112 off. Cali
270-348-0458.

_J

VERY Nice Large. 2
Bedroom, 2 Bath
Duplex, completely
remodeled central
near and air,
washer/dryer, all appliances furnished, great
location no pets. nonsmoking. $650. 00 per
month one year lease,
deposit and references
required 753-5719.

Houses For Rent
2 Bedroom, 2 Bath
House,
completely
remodeled, centralheat, air washer/dryer,
all appliances furnished, quiet location
near the lake, no inside
peis,
non-smokino
5650. 00 per month
one year lease, deposit
and
references
required. 753-5719.
2 BR. very nice
Coleman RE
753-9898

CLASSIFIEDS

MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available
753-2905

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
*inside climate control
storage
Security alarmed
•Safe & clean
•We sell boxes'
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

sit
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1500 sq. ft. Store
frontage, 1701 121N
bypass. $800 month
Cali 753-2225 (Debbie

. .
.
lqr axr
and 7coin ni
.

MP

71t off
978-11742

Commercial building
30x40 zone B2 C/HiA,
water & garbage pickup, furnished. low utility
bill. 753-6106 or
753-3258.

or have family land!
Zero down, easy financing!
(270) 443-6737

2005 Grand Prix GT,
fully loaded ,new front
tires, excellent condition $10,500
2709753-0051

99 Nissan Anima GLE.
loaded. $3.600 obo
270-293-4756 or
270-625-1334

2002 16 128 Grizzly
aluminum boat and
trailer. 40 horse Nissan
depth finders. Trolley
motor. $4 000
293-0773

01,0111,64 I'

Mac) 759-1509 (Steve)
after 5:00

I')L(
, I:11;1 i( )1 )
3BR, 2BA. Hardwood
floors newly remodeled. 701 Broad St.
$500 month, no pets.
293-3710
4BR, 1BA adjacent to
MSU. $700/mo plus
deposit. 436-5085.
5BR, 2-1/2BA Brick in
Hazel. C/KA, all appliances, lease. dep &
ref., no pets $625
753-1059
5BR, 2BA, C/H/A. all
appliances, lease,
dep&ref., no pets.
$625. 753-1059
BEAUTIFUL 3br. 2ta.
2 car garage, all appliances including built in
microwave, wid, large
fenced back yard
Located in small golf
course
community.
Available Feb 16th
$900 per month.
759-5885. 293-7085

(AA) Government Funds available
for 1st time buyers who own land

ot
addition

[Eitel Prop. For Rant

I uesday. January
130
Serie

Offered

Sellers call 753 1492
detn!!•,
counts
Buyers call
753
149210
get your gold package
details with discounts
CENTURY 21 Loretta
Jobs Realtors is offerno incentives for sell•rs and buyers We
-ave a gold package
pt discounts for sellers
and
buyers
FROM lenders, attorneys,
appraisers
inspectors.TO paint
stores, floor coverings,
window
cleaner,
stagers, and even a
free home
warranty
and
much
more.
Some of the discounts
range from 10% to
21%. This gold package is for 21 days
only, Sellers call 753
1492 for details on the
discounts Buyers call
753
1492 to
get your gold package
details.

- -- LAWN SERVICE
Mowing, Manicuring,
Landscaping &
Leaf Vacuuming
Satisfaction guaranteed
753-1816 727-0611
APPUANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

Horoscope

SONLIGHT GUTTER
CLEANING
Cvutter cleaning
any size house
$129 or was
Limited time only

(270)203-5170

Hill Electric'
Since 1986
24 noun MIMICS
Res Com & Ind
Licensed & Insured
All Jobs - big or small

753-0562
436-2867 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Complete tree
removal, gutter
cleaning, hauling, etc.
Insured.

ALL Carpentry
Construct or
.Homes •Remodeling
• Decks *Screened
Porches .Garages
*Sagging
*Rotten
Floors -Termite
Damage -Home &
Mobile Home
Licensed & Insured
270-227-0587
270-753-2353
ANNETTE Schroeder
Income Tax Services
9-5 Mon-Fri
Will take new clients
on limited basis
(270) 753-2498

Steve Dublin
Construction
Custom Home
Building
Remodeling
293-8919
THE Murray L
Times considers its
sources reliable but
inaccuracies do occur
Readers using this
information do so at
their
own
risk
Although persons and
companies mentioned
herein are believed to
be reputable
The
Murray
Ledger
&
Times nor any of its
employees accept any
responsibility whatsoever for their activities

ATTIC Insulation blown
in 293-1924

BARRY JAMES
ELECTRONICS
•Audio .Video
• Home Theatri
• iles*Service•tr

FUTRELL'S Tree
Service

(270) 227-9212

Trimming,

Painting, fix-it's
rPrinirc. .416-229/4

&

489-2839

130
Sorriess Morse

'51•••en

BTM EXCAVATING, LLC
• Trackl-ice • Backhoe • Dozer
• Ponds • Drtveways • Cleanng
• Septic Systems • Demolition
We deliver gravel, fill ai.1,
topsoil whrte rock and pond cloy
227-3032 Bobby
293-1991 Tripp
753-7646 after 6 pm
F %press I.eal Remos al I
Its
V1mt K Lawn...capes
227-84I4
N41 Disposal bees!
%%urn Free.
Reil.fllable Rates.
HALL'S WASTE
MANAGEMENT

JOE'S 1011
&inn no.41
repair-ik yard wail..
Senior friendly. .
753434.1 • 227-.
Hamilton'Granite'
&'Marble
3301 St. Rt 121N.

removal

stump grinding.
BRUSH & Hammer.
firewood. Insured.

27. 2009 • 7

• 1.4.411)
759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784

753-8087
Trier MusdortL• 2•4.111"21
jØ
,4I-.

436-5141 A-AFFORD
ABLE Hauling Clean
out garages, gutters.
junk & tree work
One,40 years exp.
Sales & Installanem
90 days same as Lash rel.

AFFORDABLE
Carpentry
•Sagging floors
•Roof Leaks
-Sheetrock
-Decks
No job too small
227-9641

753-7728
YEARRY'S
Tree
Service
Free estimates. Phone
436-2562, 227-0267

4•••••

by Jacqueline Bigar

HAPPY
BIRTHDAY
for torn of a security or domestic
Wednesday. Jan. 28. 2009:
matter, you feel much better. Be
Stay in touch with what you
willing to follow another's lead.
OFFICE or retail space
have to offer this year. Your CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
available. Prime locainnate talents and abilities add ***** Your ability to move
tion. 753-2905.
much to the mix. Don't always through a problem has to do with
293-1480
think in terms of finances, as a learned response. Try not to be
so surprised by others' reactions.
Retail Store in Hazel.
essential as they might be. Your
They might be coming from a
2500 SF +/- plus 960
instincts come out when dealing similar
place. Understand rather
SF porch.
with people in general. You than criticize.
Really nice! Great for
could Ill become cynical, or (2) AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
antiques, restaurant.
learn when to be more nurturing. *-t** Your instincts come
retail. etc.
If you are single. carefully check through in an unexpected man270-492-8211
out new people. People always ner. Listen to that inner voice and
Small offices and office
Homes For Sole
try to put their hest foot forward, understand your limits more
suites
available
not revealing what they consider clearly. Spending might appear
Adjacent to MSU. $200
to be the issue, but its root is
to
be negative. If you are
-OWNER
Finance**
and up. Including utilimore significant than you realize.
attached,
No
Credit
the
Check.
two of you gain Study
ties.
restrooms.
the situation.
3BR
1BA
newly
through secluded getaways. PISCES
kitchen, conference
(Feb. 19-March 20)
remodeled
,
quiet
counroom & more Century
How nice! Plan one ASAP. ***** Don't take a
friendship
try setting, close to PISCES
21 Barger RE
can have some hare- for granted, no matter how long
lake. 127 Tearose,
270-247-2421
brained money schemes.
you
have
hung out together
New
Concord.
People cannot stay the same for$59.900. $1.950 down
ever,
change
is natural. Be
The Stars Show the Kind of
Call Ruthie
Photo provided
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic: understanding and open. Others BENCH PRESENTED: Cliff Finney, standing, for the Murray
270-753-2222.
will
respond
to your energy and Shrine Club, present
4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so;
ed Michelle Felty. a 19-year shriner
BENTON Country
efforts.
I -Difficult
patient, with a shower transfer bench.
Club
new construction.
ARIES (March 21-April 19)
3BR. 28A, www white*** On some level, you might
stonecontractors.com
feel as if you are acting out or
NEW - 7,000 sq. ft. Industrial building 703-7308
doing exactly what you don't
NEW Construction.
for rent lease on East Chestnut Ext.
want to do. In older not to get
111 Cara Lynn. Great
upset, try to realize that many of
location close to
Call
your habits are coming from an
Murray, Draffenville,
unconscious level.
for more information.
Benton. Dexter &
TAURUS (April 213-May 20)
Hardin. 3BR, 2.5-BH.
***** A nurturing approach
Vaulted ceilings,
saves the day, no matter what
whirlpool tub. open
comes up for you. Investigate
floor plan & lots of win- new
possibilities with an eye to
dows_ Virtual tour
handling problems in a more
A&F Warehousing
www.chrisfulton.net.
AKC registered Husky
dynamic manner. Success will
Near MSU $20-50
click on featured
puppies $500
seek you out if you are sponta753-7668
homes. Call/text
270-226-9507
neous.
(270)705-1299 for any
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
DOG Obedience
Nlinistorage
home on the market.
***** How you handle cer436-2858
Chris Fulton.
All sizes to
tain situations might have more
TREEING Feist pup- $154.000.
fit your needs
to do with some instinctive. early
pies 6wks. old. Great
Located by
episode that you are no longer
puppies/squirrel dogs
New 2-4
roggy radio station
mentally
connected
to.
$75 270-293-9966
Bedroom homes
Investigate your options, be a
753-8 59 7 9-9
in Riverfield
leader.
WELSH
Corgi
10
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
Estates.
month old male, regisMINI
Matt Jennings ***** If you allow yourself to
tered, all shots. Great
WAR HOUSE
wish and give others space. the
for stud or pet.
293-7872
10x19 10,p24
end results could be most inter489-2741
esting at best. Others might not
Ask about
We Buy
know the reasons they act the
our specials
way they do. but you can see the
Houses!
753-3119
Fast Cash Offer motivation behind their behavior.
Stop Foreclosure You don't need to say anything.
J&L RENTALS
CHAYIS PEAL
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
MINI-STORAGE
761-HOME
ESTATE & AUCTION
**** Let others make the first
721' S. 4TH ST.
761HOME.COM
304
S'
move, even if you are slightly
i270p781.725.,
orner
r:Midak
uncomfortable with what might
270105.-4
I
479
IOXIO $25 10s15 $40
come up. The unexpected plays
Nerd
:silt soot
Tommy etiavis
12701 436-2524
a role in a personal relationship.
Brukerialtoc
itoOni
iir
hi
inst.?
(2701203-6906
The real issue remains -- can
you handle it?
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
glad to help.
**** it Deter to others knowMurray Ledger & Times
ing what needs to happen. When
UN YOUR FIRST Bill
270-753-1916
someone is ready to step up and
express his or her feelings, the
MIN*
timing will work. Continue a nurturing approach with others. You
will see a difference in how they
FOR I 1.,)
handle you. too!
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** Approach a daily issue
14, 15, 16 inch
with new eyes and a willingness
812 Whttnell Ave.
Starting at $20
to look at where your reactions
mounted
stem from As you get on top of
your game, you will discover Just
how vivid your life can be.
Express your caring
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
Sport Utility Vehicles
***** Once more. your libido
energies boil up. How you
choose to use these ideas or
2001 Kia Sportage
We have new storage units
Runs great $2.800 creative energy is your call.
located behind
Some will add to romance, while
270-978-1350
others infuse their work A child
Murray Business Center
is full of fun and. maybe. misr'itl tic
ti n
'a, FL.
, ell:.7Y.
On North 12th
chief!
SAGITT
ARIUS
(Nov.
22-Dec.
With Interior Lights.
(ustcrnr,
2008 Pontiac Grand 21)
.
Prix GP gray. 40.000 **** Dig into a problem.
Dt1Wpialtd Vorlirt lira )htt
int! prDq •
refusing to let go until you feel
miles. $11.500 obo
(men' is a terno marl cf .4ome ki jltqe r
01 OE
satisfied. As you get to the bot270-293-4406

hi

270-759-4851

egg at44 „

ill

Call us we will be

EON l3EAc

11Si-re:WAGE'
I MIMI
All Size Units • Climate Contr I
24/7 Cu;veillance • Electricity

753-3853

TCALLI

0CREDIT

ODAY!

1 YEAR OF cine

USED TIRES

Call 753-5606

BEASLEY ANTENNA & SATELLITE
506 North 12th Street
Murray, KY 42071 • 759-0901

'

ind FeUdintill

753-2905

'

,
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II" Tuesday. January 27, 2004

LookingBack
10 years ago
Published is a piston.. of Johnny Myer- and Cho. Smith as they
prepaied tot the sale ot dark fired
tobacco at 1-aii is Loose Leal Floor
the photo N
In Staff Photographer Bernard Kane
Births reported include a boy
to leresa anti By word Temple.
Jan 21
Murray Slate Um% ersity Races.. won 89-58 and Lady Racers
72-57 (net teams Irons Austin
Pea) Gosernors teams in basket141 games High scorers for Mural were Isaac Spencer for the
*leers and Momka Liaison for
tilit Lady Racers.
,•• 20 •years ago
• Published is a picture of Calloway Count) High School Varsity Cheerleaders who are Tonya
Davis. Julia Carpenter. Deanna
Farris. Tammy Usher. Lee Ann
Wheeler. Christi Clayton. Daphne
Turner, Amy Hoskins and Betsy
Whitfield.
Births reponed include a boy
to Karen and Kenneth Kelley, a
girl to Terri and Jimmy Futrell
and a boy to Frank and Gary
Braddy. Jan. 23: a boy to Kimberly and Steve Allen. a girl to
Denise and Gregg Travis and a
girl to Delores and Ronnie Lane.

won 87-79 an basketball games with
Middle
Tennessee
Stale
at
Murfreesboro. Tenn. High scorers
for Murray were Keith Oglesby
for Racers and Jackie Mounts tor
Lady Racers.
40 years Ego
Snow started falling about dark
yesterday and continued well into
the morning to drape the county.
bnnging about a flurry of meeting cancellations, closing all the
schools and bringing motorists to
a crawl.
Dr. C.S. Lowry spoke about ,
"Changing Picture in Europe and
the Effect on the United States"
at a meeting of the Horne Department of the Murray Woman's Club.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Ronald Byars, a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Danny T.
Lampkins and a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. George W. Dowdy. Jan. 20.

COMICS/ FEATURES
Teenager is running scared
while shoplifting for mom

DEAR ABBY: I am 13 and
in eighth grade. I love my
mom very much, but lately
I'm worried about the things
she makes me do for her. She
takes me to the mall and makes
me steal clothes, jewelry and
household
nw)
items.
I
don't
want to disappoint my
mom, but
I'm afraid I'll
get caught
and get in
trouble with
the
law.
Dear Abby What should
50 years ago
I do? -Two hundred members and
By Abigail
SHOPLIFTguests attended the annual meetVan Buren
ING FOR
ing of the Calloway County Farm
MOM
Bureau at the Murray City Hall.
DEAR SHOPLIFTING:
Elected as officers were Leon
What your mother is doing is
Chambers, president: Noble Cox,
a form of child abuse. You
vice president: Herman Darnell,
are a smart girl, and you can
second vice president: and B .H.
Dixon, secretary-treasurer. Mrs.
have a bright future. It will.
Harmon Ross was named as ladies
however, become much hardhil1. 24.
chairman.
er for you if you are arresthigh school haskethall games.
in high school basketball games ed tor shoplif
ting. That is why
Calloway Laker% won 65-33 over Murray
Tigers won 49-52 over
I am urging you to talk about
Heath Pirates with Benji Kelly Clinton
Central with Robert Lee
this with a counselor or trusthigh scorer for the Lakers. Mur- as high
scorer for Tigers and Murray Tigers won 79-46 over Carlisle ray Trainin
ed
teacher at school. You need
g Colts won 69-30 over
County with Fulton and Horn- Trigg
more help right now than anyCounty with Jerry Shroat high
buckle high scorers for the Tigers. scorer
one can give you in a letter.
for the Colts.
30 years ago
Please don't put it off because
60 years ago
Published is a picture of
Pvt. Joe E. Reeder of Murray
I am worried about you.
Muhammad Ali being mobbed by is serving

Murray Ledger & Times

Gallstones not always
cause of pain

We don't talk or even stay
in the same room for very
long. Kirk treats me like a
roommate and hasn't touched
me in more than a year. I
have tried to talk to him about
this, but all I get is, "I don't
know what I want."
Abby, he makes it sound
like it's all my fault. To say
the least, this causes me stress
and I end up yelling at our
kids, which isn't fair to them.
Please help me because I don't
know what to do. -- UNHAPPY MILITARY WIFE
DEAR UNHAPPY WIFE:
Your marriage is in serious trouble, and it won't improve unless
you and your husband can find
a safe place in which you can
communicate frankly and honestly. An excellent place to
start would be by talking to
the chaplain on the base where
your husband is stationed. If
your husband won't go with
you, then go alone.

DEAR DR. GOTT: I read
your article about the elderly
anssib
dmpo
wtliei
had
gallstones. I
misplaced it
and
just
fou
recently
ndt

ed I had gallstones. Testing
revealed I didn't have gallstones.
so I was then told I needed a
nuclear test to check the function of my gallbladder. It showed
I still didn't have gallstones. but
the gallbladder was barely functioning. I was scheduled for

remos al surgery. Shortly afterward, the surgeon came to check
decided
it on me and told me that I had
was time to one of the worst-looking gallDr. Gott write to you bladders he had ever seen.
about
my
Thanks to my experience
experience.
when my mother-in-law had a
By
The similar experience a few years
Dr. Peter Gott
symptoms later, we were able to figure
described in the article were out the problem sooner
. She didvery similar to what I experi- n't have to suffer
the way I
enced shortly after the birth of did. I hope you choose
to print
my daughter. I delivered via C- my letter becaus I
e know it will
section and returned home after help others. I
am thankful I had
four days in the hospital. I did- caring, knowledgeabl
e physicians
n't feel very good but attrib- who didn't give
up just because
uted it to my first experience the answer wasn't
staring them
with a C-section and all that in the face.
goes with it; however, the pain
DEAR READER: You are
worsened. I called the hospital. certainly correct
that not all galland the nurses there assured me bladder pain
is caused by gallit was just constipation caused stones. Your physic
ians and hosby the surgery and that I should pital staff were
correct to contake a laxative to get things tinue testing
you rather than
moving. After doing that. I still simply give up.
You also were
felt awful — even worse than able to help anothe
r person when
before — with sharp pains under she developed
similar symptoms.
my right ribs that made me douI have printed your letter in
ble over in pain. My husband the hopes that
it will help othdecided I needed to go to the ers who may
be suffering from
hospital emergency room.
similar experiences. Gallbladder
I spent the next three days removal often
does not cause
in the hospital undergoing sev- ill effects.
although some peoeral blood tests. x-rays and more. ple may experi
ence mild aching
I was also seen by a gastroen- or gas pains
similar to a gallterologist and my OB/Gyn. They bladder attack
even after surthought I had a blood clot in gery. Fortun
ately, most improve
my lung. but, when tests showed after a few weeks.
that wasn't the case, they decidagain. so I

DEAR ABBY: When I was
20 and in an abusive marriage. I had an affair with a
much older man
call "Ben."
Ben promised he would take
me away from the pain, and
we both left our respective
partners.
Twenty years later. Ben's
withi the United States
•••
ex-wife is still bitter about
autograph hounds after his lecture Army
an Osaka. Japan.
DEAR ABBY: My husband. their divorce. Altho
at the Murray State Unisersity
ugh Ben
Births reported include a boy
"Kirk." and I have been mar- and I are no longer
Sports Arena. The photo was by to Mr.
together,
and Mrs. Max Laneve and
ried
for 12 years. About a year I feel the need
Staff Photographer Jennie B. Gor- a girl to
to apologize
Mr. and Mrs. Larry Douago we moved overseas because to her for my
don.
glas Newton, Jan. 21: a boy to
role in ending
my husband is in the military. their marriage.
H. Glenn Doran of Murray is Mr. and Mrs.
J.B. Colson and a
I admit I did
one of 28 members to be appoint- girl to
Before
the
move.
Kirk
was gone some nasty things to her when
Mr. and Mrs. Wesley Kemed to the Economic Development per, Jan.
for
a
year,
and I became very she expressed her vindic
22: a boy to Mr. and
tiveCommission by Kentucky Gos. Mrs. Jay
Wilson, a boy to Mr. independent because I had to ness over the years.
Julian Carroll.
and Mrs. Fred Darnell and a girl
do everything myself. We had
I am now married with chilMurray State University Rac- to Mr. and
Mrs. Glen Watkins, had some problems before, but dren
ers lost 84-71 and Lady Racers Jan.
and lead a very different
23.
since the move they have got- life, and I'm
ashamed of my
ten worse.
behavior back then. I want to
A Sensational One-Act Play
accept accountability for what
I did and give her the chance
By The Associated Press
announced the complete end of Monica
South dealer
to address me. I don't think
rounds of hearts would force South
Lewinsky and two other
Today is Tuesday. Jan. 27. the the deadly
North-South s ulnerabi,
she will be receptive, but for
German siege of witnesses — but by
to take the ace.
margins well
-It.h day of 2009. There are 338 Leningrad.
NORT1
1
which had lasted for short of the two-thi
At this point, most declarers
her
to
still
carry this anger 20
rds needed to
ys left in the year.
#AK 64
more than two years.
would then lose the contract by cashoust the president.
years later -- and never to
Today's Highlight in History:
.873
In 1945, Soviet troops liberating the ace of diamonds. i )nce they
Five years ago: John Kerry
have remarried -- validates that
'•:-.On Jan. 27. 1967, astronauts ed the
•5 2
did this, there would be no way to
Nazi concentration camps won the New
Hampshire Demo•
A
tifigil I. -Gus- Grissom. Edward Auschwitz and
Q
6
I
have
5
caused
her
mem Cr. South could score eight
much
pain.
Birkenau in Poland. cratic presidential primary
WEST
.
A
jury
EAST
fi. White and Roger B. Chaffee
tricks
by taking a club finesse. but
Should
1 write her, call her
In 1951, an era of atomic test- in New
•
10
3
York heard opening argu#Q.1972
died in a flash fire during a test ing in
that is the best he can do.
or just put it behind me once
the Nevada desert began ments in the
11
,
Q
.1
9
2
(PK
trial of Martha Stew65
;board their Apollo spacecraft at as an Air
Blithely plunking down the ace of
Force plane dropped a art, who was
and for all? -- REMORSEFUL
•11094
•—
diamonds al trick four is clearly
accused of lying
Cape Kennedy; Fla.
one-kiloton bomb on Frenchman about
•K
10
3
IN
GEOR
*I
9
8
GIA
4
2
a
wrong,
stock
sale.
since it does not allow for the
(She was conOn this date:
Flat.
SOUTH
victed in March 2004 and sentenced
possibility that the missing diamonds
DEAR REMORFSEIFUL:
In 1756. composer Wolfgang
In 1967, more than 60 nations to five months
•8 5
may
be
dis Wed 4-0. But if declarer
If
in
I
pnson.) Forunderstand you correctly,
Amadeus Mozart was born in signed a treaty
IPA 104
banning the orbit- mer -Tonight Show"
makes c allowance for this possiSalzburg. Austria.
host Jack
what you want is to lessen
•AKQ8763
ing of nuclear weapons.
bility. which is the only threat to the
Paar died in Greenwich, Conn., your
- In 1880. Thomas Edison
•
7
guilt by letting this woman
In 1973. the Vietnam peace at age 85.
contract. it is not hard to find a way
The bidding:
received a patent for his electric accords were
tell
to
guard against it.
you
how
deeply
signed in Paris.
hurt she
One year ago: Former IndoneSouth
incandescent lamp.
West
North East
After whining the third heart.,
In 1981, President Ronald Rea- sian preside
was that you helped to destroy
I•
nt Suharto, whose
Pass
IC
In 1901, opera composer gan greeted
Pass
declarer should simply lead a loss
the 52 former Amer- regime killed hundre
her marriage. 1 can see the
2•
Pass
3•
Pass
ds of thouGiuseppe Verdi died in Milan. ican hostage
diamond from his hand, deliberately
s just released by Iran sands of left-wi
3 NI
benefit for YOU, but how will
ng
Italy. at age 87.
politica
conced
l
ing a trick he ordinarily
oppoat the White House.
Opening lead — queen of hearts.
nents, died in Jakarta at age 86. it benefit her besides dredgwould not expect to lose. West wins
In 1943. some 50 bombers
Ten years ago: The Republi- Gordon B.
One
outsta
nding characteristic and cashes his
Hinckley. the 15th presstruck Wilhelmshaven in the first can-controlled
ing up all the pain and anger
of the successful declarer is the will- is the end of thefourth heart, but that
Senate blocked dis- ident of The Church
line for the defense.
all-American air raid against Ger- missal
of Jesus
you caused her? Will it ease
ingness to give away a little in order
of the impeachment case Christ of LatterThe argume
day Saints, died
many during World War II.
to assure gaining a lot. A typical good reason to nt that there is no
either one? I doubt it. Nor
against President Bill Clinton and in Salt
expect one opponent
Lake City at age 97.
In 1944, the Soviet Union then voted for
example of this principle is pros ided to hold all
will it cause her to remarry
new testimony from
the missing diamonds is
by today's deal.
certain
ly
valid,
hut
or
carries very little
to
think
better
of you.
13 A Et le 13 IL 1J E.SC)
If is probably true. without both- weight. The
goal
Better to let the scab stay
ering to conduct a Gallup Poll, that make three notrum in this deal is to
most declarers would not make three score 700 points p and, in so doing.
in place rather than pick at it
for winning the rubnotrump on this hand. The queen-of- ber. Conced
and concentrate on finding
ing a 40-point trick guarhearts lead would most likely be antees this result,
another avenue for redeeming
and it is therefore
allowed to hold, and two more the right
play.
yourself.

Contracteridge

Todayinaistory

Tomorrow: No business like show business.

•••

crtv I c.urr,

ndocate

Crossikurds
ACROSS

E3 1_ CI

DI E_C)

:0 ,..114 TO Ti4tOW AN A.-/*EGAN PART,/ Aft50....1TE,.../
NO MEAT OR DAIRY PROOUCTS
ANO NO SEAFOOD,

1

GAF,VI

AND FOR
APPETIZERS JUST
PUT OUT SOME
SOWLS OF TRAL
MIX AND DER41E5

1_ CPCff)

••••••1••••••

I DON'T LIKE TO INTERRUPT
00IE WHEN HE'S DEEP IN
LACK OF THOUGHT

36 Neaten (2 wds )
38 A lo a token
439
0 p
Type size
41 Jung's first
name
42 Hit the horn
44 Mist and smoke
46 Skirt go-withs
48 Dull finish
51 Drop in on
52 Gam or Rudner
54 Honey wine
55 Streamlined
housing
Prof
5
567 F to a spider

1 Rich Soil
5 For pick-up
(2 wds )
9 Really relax
slangily
12 Undersized
13 Poet's black
14 Bulldogs backer
15 Reeked
17 Cornstalk tips
19 Legit
21 Was to Ovid
22 Rubbish!
24 Pay — you go
25 Stockholm
carrier
26 31-day mo
27 Whizzes
29 Elopers
destination
31 Like some
humor
32 After yr 1
33 Morgan — Fay
34 Garden produce
35 Retirees
income
1

2

3

Answer to Previous Puzzle
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DOWN
1
2
3
4
5

Hi-ti records
Softball event
Comparison
Chatty starling
Lawrence's
inits
6 Thick-skulled
7 Touchdown
8 Switch positions

4

5

dr
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9 Swerves
10 Fitzgerald
or Raines
11 Upshot
16 Elec unit
18 Wave makers

8

10
14
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11

19

id
21

20
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31

YES. SIR..I'D
I. IKE TO BUY A
BOX OF CRAYONS
FOR MY DOG

NE NEEDS A BOX
WITH LOTS OF BLUES,
AND YELLOWS,
AND GREEN..
-

NE LIKES TO COLOR
816 BLUE SKIES,
BRI614T SUNS, AND
BEAUTIFUL LAWNS..

24

RU
UU

NAPPY PICTURES!
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27
41/1
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36

3'

111
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Mill
46

47

51 1

52

II

55

in

illa
l
53

il
54
57

ill

29

33

ire

20 Slowly
vanished
22 Furry feet
23 What we have
25 Footfall
27 Like vinegar
28 Chubby
29 Catcall
30 Mop
companion
34 Cast material
36 Dance wear
37 Fermenting

agents
39 Hissed and
hooted
41 Charley horse
42 Recipe qty
43 Dairy-case
buy
44 Marble streak
45 Lamas chant
47 Herr in
Madras
49 — kwon do
50 Ben & Jerry
rival
53 Tiff -windmills
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Masthay dreams becoming reality
FORMER MHS,UK STANDOUT GETS
MUCH-ANTICIPATED CALL FROM NFL TO
PARTICIPATE IN UPCOMING COMBINE

Tim Masthay is putting some very good
use to his friends and family plan on his
cell phone.
In the middle of a weight lifting session at the Velocity Training Center in
Louisville, Masthay got a phone call that
he's been waiting on for a very long
time.
Too bad he wasn't there to answer it.
The phone call got Masthay off the
proverbial bubble as he was informed via
voicemail that he had been invited to the
NFL Combine, which will be held Feb.
18-24 at Lucas Oil Stadium in Indianapolis
"They cilled me right in the middle
of one of my workouts at Velocity and
it was just a voicemail telling me to call
them back," Masthay said via cell phone
Monday in Lexington. "Believe me, that
was one phone call I didn't hesitate to
call back."
The Murray High School product and

MICHAEL DANN Ledger 8. Times
Ashley Hayes was named the Player of the
Week by the
Ohio Valley Conference for the third time
this season
Monday. Hayes leads the team at 21.3 points
per game
as MSU remains the top team in the league
at 8-1.

Hayes is threetimes our lady

11

MICHAEL
DANN
BYTES
NOTEBOOK

SPliDLR

University of Kentucky punter/kicker
will now be one of three hundred of the
very best college football players who
will be invited to the ever-so-impoctant
NFL Scouting Combine, where top executives, coaching staffs, player personnel
deoatineins and medical personneI from
all 32 NFL teams will be on hand to
evaluate the nation's top college football
players eligible for the upcoming NFL
Draft in April.
While that might lead some to start
pulling out their hair. Masthay is more
than excited to savor the moment.
III See MASTHAY, 10

MICHAEL DANN

Ledaer A prnes

Tim Masthay received the call Monday to participate in the upcoming
NFL Combine, which will be held in
mid-Februrary in Indianapolis.

ALL 'A' CLASSIC
MURRAY TIGERS VS. SHAWNEE GOLDEN EAGLES
A.M.:THURSDAY:RICHMOND:McBRAYER AREN
A

II Smiles

MSU SENIOR EARNS THIRD STRAIGH I
OVC PLAYER OF THE WEEK HONOR
Staff Moped
Murray State women's basketball senior Ashley Hayes is
proving why she was named
the 2008-09 Preseason OVC
Player of the Year, as she has
been named the OVC Player
of the Week for Jan. 26, marking her third-straight honor.
Hayes scored 30 points
against Southeast Missouri,
including 21 in the second half
to spark the Racers (13-6, 81 OVC; to victory after the
team trailed by seven at the
half. It was the third time this
season she tallied at least 30
points in a single game.
Against Eastern Illinois, she
tied a career-high with five
steals to go along with 16 points.
For the week. Hayes averaged
23.0 points while shooting 51.4
percent from the floor.
For the season. Hayes is
averaging 21.3 points, as she
is hitting nearly 50 percent
from the floor. The Humboldt,
Tenn., native also has 32 steals
to go along with seven blocks
and 8.7 rebounds a game.

School

WOMEN'S
STAXBINGS

Murray State
Eastern Illinois
Tennessee State
Austin Peay
Morehead State
SE Missouri State
Eastern Kentucky
Tennessee Tech
Jacksonville State
UT Martin

OVC(Overall)
8-1 (13-6)
7-2 (13-7)
7-2 (11-9)
6-3 (10-10)
6-3 (12-9)
5-4 (9-10)
3-6 (6-12)
2-7 (4-16)
1-8 (4-15)
0-9 (2-17)

TIMM

Tennessee Tech al &sin Peey
Eatitim Wes at Wurray St
Jacksonvie Slate at Temessee St
Soureast Missoun a UT Marlin
Seise
Eastern linos at UT Madn
Eastern Kentudcy at Morehead St
Jadisonvie St at Austn Peay
Southeast Missouri a Murray St
Ternessee Tech at Tennessee Sc

5.15p.m.
515 pm
533p.m.
5:30 p.m.
4 p.m
415p.m.
515p.m
5:15 p.m.
5:30 p.m

Murray State ,has a week
off before hosting UT Martin
in the first game of the second round of OVC competition. Tip-off is scheduled for
5:15 p.m. at the Regional Special Events Center Saturday.

COLLEGE HOOPS ROUNDUP

Blue Devils
back on top
DUKE RANKED AP TOP
Duke
NO. 1 FOR
steps up
FIRST TIME
SINCE 2005-06
25

By 11M O'CONNELL
AP Basketball Writer
Duke returned to the top of
The Associated Press' college
basketball poll Monday, a place
the Blue Devils have been very
familiar with in recent years.
The Blue Devils (18-1)
moved up one spot to No. I.
their first appearance there since
the final poll of 2005-06. They
were ranked on top for at least
one week in every season from
1997-98 to 2003-04 and only
UCLA's 134 weeks at No. 1
beats Duke's 111 in the 59year history of the poll.
"When you have a chance
to be voted No. 1 at any time
it is an honor you don't take
lightly," Duke coach Mike
•See POLL. 10

The Blue Devils moved up one
place to No 1 for the first time since
the final poll of 2005-06 (First-place
votes) Records through Jan 25
Rk TEAM
RECORD PTS PV
1 Duke (62)
18-1 1,789 2
2 UConn 18)
18-1 1,694 3
3 Pittsburgh (3)
18-1 1.647 4
4 Oklahoma 111
19-1 1,539 6
5 UNC
17-2 1.529 5
6 Wake Forest
16-1 1,509 1
7 Louisville
15-3 1,351 9
8 Marguene
17-2 1.209 11
9. Michigan St
18-3 1,136 7
10 Xavier
17-2 1,084 15
11. Texas
14-4 1,017 14
12. Clemson
17-2 929 10
13. Butler
18-1
916 18
14 Arizona St
16-3 834 17
IS Syracuse
17-4 808 8
16. Purdue
15-4
724 18
17 UCLA
15-4 544 13
18. Menerus
16-3 530 22
19. Minds
17-3 401 25
20 Gonzaga
14-4
381 23
21 VIllanova
15-4 276 20
22 St Marys, Cali 18-1
247
23 Washington
15-4 218
24 Kentucky
16-4 217
25. Georgetown
12-6
189 12
AP

TOMMY DILLARD ? Ledger &
Murray seniors Blake Darnall (left) and Chastin Sheppa
rd prepare to receive the First Region All 'A' Classic
championship trophy after defeating Carlisle County on
Saturday. Darnall and Sheppard were two question marks
in the
Tigers' starting lineup corning into this season, but both
have answered the call.

ONCE QUESTION MARKS, DARNALL & SHEPPARD NOW TIGERS' EXCLAMATION POINTS

By TOMMY DILLARD
Sports Writer
In his first game hack since sitting out
nearly a month with a fractured wrist,
the smile never left Blake Damall's face.
The Murray point guard's excitement
escalated when he'd score or make an
assist to a teammate. Those were usually followed by fist pumps or waves to
the crowd.
But for Darnall, there's no showboating. Playing basketball these days is just
flat out fun.
"We watched them play that game and
I don't think he stopped smiling the whole
time," said Carlisle County head coach
Brian O'Neill. whose team fell victim to
Murray. 63-56. in Saturday's First Region
All 'A' Classic championship.
Darnall has reason to smile. His Tigers
are headed to the small-school state tour-

[lament I or the second consecutive

ear,

where they'll face Louisville Shawnee at
All 'A' Classic
II a.m. on Thursday at Eastern Kentucky
Murray vs. Louisville Shawnee
University.
When • r Where: McBrayer A,ena HO,
Murray's status as the top Class 'A'
Records: Murray 13-4 i11-3, 1st Region:, Shawnee
school in far western Kentucky comes 9-10 03-3 6th Region)
thanks in large part to the efforts of Darnall and senior post player Chastin ShepTicket Information
Tickets tor Thursdays game are on sale at Murray
pard, both of whom entered the season
High
School
for
$8 until 9 a m Wednesday morning
as Murray's two biggest question marks.
Cost will be $9 at the gate If Murray wins on Thursday.
Both spent the 2007-08 season backthe Tigers will play at 5 30 pm CST on Friday against
ing up talented seniors at their positions. the winner of Clinton County and Hazard
No one was quite sure how they'd fare
believe they could do it?"
when thrust into starter's roles.
The 'other guys' Fields speaks of are
"I think they were definite question
senior tandem Aaron Jones and Cole Hurt
marks." says former coach and current
who occupy the top two spots on the
Murray athletic director David Fields.
Tigers' scoring list this season.
"Those other guys were proven and had
Hurt was Murray's lone returnee who
proven things to themselves. To be honstarted consistently as a junior. Jones
est with you. I think Blake and Chastin
knew they could do it. but did they
•See TIGERS, 10
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CCMS qualifies two for state wrestling
tournament; one as alternate
se,onds, then detested Brian ty s Oesin .s nu th 10-9 to
UM awe
Calloway County Middle Anderson of Larue County by advance to the semifinals then
.
School wrestling qualified two fall in 1:47 before falling to defeated Trey Johnson of Chriswrestlers for the state tourna- champion Zach Troxell of tian County, 8-6, to advance
lost to
ment on Saturday at Larue Wayne County by fall in 59 to the finals, where he
seconds in the semifinals. Ryan Woodrum of Central
County.
Hayden Burkey(131 -pound) Burkey won his consolation Hardin by fall.
In high school action, the
finished fourth and Jamie Rev- semifinal match with a fall in
ell (140-pound) finished sec- 2:40 over John Martin of Cen- Lakers went 2-3 at the Regionat
ond to qualify for state. Steven tral Hardin before dropping the al Team Duals on Saturday
lost
Treadway (165-pound) finished consolation final by fall in 2:41 Caldwell County. Calloway
to Kyle Bunch of Ohio Coun- to Christian County, 43-27;
fifth to become an alternate.
Caldwell County 48-36; and
Burkey defeated John John- ty.
Hopkinsville 36-24.
CounUnion
defeated
Revell
21
in
fall
by
son of Danville

m Masthay
From Page 9
"It was neat to finally find out because
I have been waiting for a month and I knew
1 was sitting on the bubble," Masthay said.
haVe the uppunu:Lity
it's just excitilig
go up there because it'll be an awesome
experience.
"Even if I went up there and did bad, it
will still be an awesome experience. You're
going up there with any and all NFL personnel and then with the best players in the
country and you have all that exposure and
the opportunity to work out in the Colts'
facility. It's going to be awesome."
Masthay. in the midst of preparing for
the NFL Combine, is also preparing for a
Pm Day at Kentucky, which will be held
on March II.
The phone call for the Combine definitely changes Masthay's game plan, but not as
much as he might have thought it would.
"It changes a little bit of the mindset
because the combine is in three weeks," he
said. "Basically. I have to get real shatp,
real quick. It sort of speeds up your prepa-

ration. So, instead of just preparing for Pro
Day (which I was), you're also preparing
for Combine, which is three weeks before
Pro Day."
Masthay's NFL. Combine day will be
Thursday. Feb. 19 and along with kickers
and punters, will also include offensive lineman, long snappers and tight ends.
The other punter/kickers who will be joining Masthay in Indianapolis will be: Thomas
Morstead of Southern Methodist University,
Kevin Huber of the University of Cincinnati, Matt Fudge of Oklahoma State University and Justin Brantley of Texas A&M.
Same Sues
With college football signing day right
around the corner — next Wednesday to be
exact — Matt Griffin's players are starting
to fall in line.
It was reported last week in the Memphis Commercial Appeal that Frayser High
School quarterback Travis Milam committed
to Murray State after taking an official visit.
Milarn, who passed for 1,027 yards and
12 touchdowns last season for the Rams,
told the newspaper that MSU recruited him

•Tigers
From Page 9
played starter's minutes and was
usually on the floor at the most
crucial points of games.
Darnall and Sheppard, on
the other hand, could usually
be found on the bench when
games were on the line.
This season. both are averaging double figures (10.6
points per game for Darnall,
10.3 for Sheppard) and both
are crucial components to a
starting five that is one of the
most balanced in the region.
"I'd hate to think where
we'd be without their improvements." says first-year head
coach Ron Greene. "Against
St. Mary. we had five guys it.
double figures. That might not
be possible every night, but it
is possible that on nights when
Cole or Aaron isn't getting his
points, those guys can step
And step up, they have. Neith,T usually leads the team in
scoring or rebounding. Both
are sometimes overshadowed
statistically by Hurt and Jones.
But Sheppard notched a double-double in two of the Tigers'
three wins in the First Region

classic. Darnall scored 10 points
in his first game back, then
settled into a distributor's role
in Saturday's final.
For Darnall, who played a
key role off the bench in last
year's All 'A' tournament run.
his development into a reliable
starting point guard hasn't come
as a big surprise.
Sheppard is a different story.
His performance as a junior
served as no indication that
he'd thrive in a starting role.
But Greene says he saw plenty of potential in Sheppard this
summer.
"I don't think I'd get an
argument from anybody that
Chastin is one of the most
improved players in the region,"
Greene said. "For everyone
who didn't see him over the
summertime, I can see how
they might be surprised."
Sheppard played as a freshman, then left the team as a
sophomore. He asked to rejoin
Fields' squad last season as a
junior, and the former head
coach was struck by the change
in his level of dedication to
the game.
"I've always been high on
him," Fields said. "When he

!he Lakers defeated Apollo, 48-36, and Ft. Campbell,
39-23.
Individual results: Robbie
Friedrich 4-1, Keaton Starks
4-1. Chris Hall 4-1, Aaron Littlepage 4-1, Ethan Taylor 4-1.
Travis Manning 2-2. Corey
Dwyer 3-0, Michael Treadway
2-1, Wesley Potts 2-2
The Lakers will be in action
again on Saturday at the Calloway County Invitational at
Jeffrey Gymnasium.

as quarterback.
"Last year. they ran more of a spread,
hurry-up offense," Milam told the paper.
"This year. they say they're going to mix
aloft iao-.41i-, tlffcrise"
To date. the only other known commit
for the Racers is Fort Campbell's Raquan
Durrante.
Duet-ante was a defensive back and wide
receiver that was a part of the Falcons' two
straight Class 2A titles.
More Pop For Peen
Jenna Bradley, who played junior college
softball at Lake Land College, has accepted a scholarship offer to continue her playing days at Murray State and new head
coach Jay Pyron.
Bradley is the fourth member of the Lake
Land program, joining teammates Megan
Glosser, Chelsey Sullivan and Stephanie Mattocks.
Bradley will come to MSU as a second
basemankenterfielder, where she earned AllGreat Rivers Athletic Conference and AllRegion 24 honors as a freshman.

came back to the team as a
junior, he worked harder than
anybody. I think this year, the
difference has been his confidence. He's always had the
skills, and his footwork's always
been there."
Ask Sheppard himself which
areas of the game he's
improved, and you get a list
that is practically all-encompassing.
"Probably going up strong
and finishing when I get the
ball in the block," he said.
"Making a move and scoring,
dribbling as a big man, too.
Taking the ball out and my
jump shot."
Darnall's progression has
also been bolstered by confidence. Though he is averaging double digits. Greene says
he doesn't need to score to
game.
a
over
take
"When I first saw Blake
at the summer league tournament at the RSEC, I thought
he got the ball up the floor
as quick and as well as anybody," he said. "I came away
from there thinking he was the
type of point guard we were
looking for."
Darnall says Greene urged
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NATIONAL SPORTS SCOREBOARD
GIRLS
FPV Rod TP Pve
Rank-School
1
(8)18-1 163
1 Lou Iroquois
2 Lou DuPont Manual (2)18-2 153
2
3
(6)15-0 133
3 Rowan Co
4
4 Montgomery Co (1)16-1 113
6
-16-2 86
5 Ehzabelhtown
7
-17-3 73
6 North Hardin
8
7 Franklir-Simpson •17-2 62
10
8 Lou Sacred Heart -15-3 55
5
9 Lou Christian Aca -13-3 32
-14-4 22
10 Len Chnstian

Kentucky Boys and Girls
Basketball Prep Polls
By The Associated Press
LOUISVILLE Ky (AP) — The top
learns in the Kentucky Associated
Press high school basketball polls with
first-place votes records total points
and previous rankings
BOYS
FPV Red TP
Rank-School
(15)17-1 175
1 Holmes
(2)16-3 158
2 Scott Co
19-1 128
3 Lou Eastern
(1)16.1 125
4 Elliott Co
5 Lou Jeffersonlown .16-3 102
•17-5 66
6 Lou Ballard
-18-2 55
7 Corbin
8 lea Bryan Station -15-4 50
-14-4 23
9 Shelby Valley
-13-4 20
110 Mason Co
110 Warren Central - 16-3 20

1
2
4
3
5
7
9
6

Others receiving voles Lou Mercy 20
Rockcastle Co 14 Highlands 12 Len
Paul Dunbar 10 Ohio Co 8
Henderson Co 8 Lexington Catholic 7
Lou Butler 5 Harlan 4 Clay Co 3
Bowling Green 3 Marion Co 2 Lincoln
Co 1 Johnson Central 1
Doily News. Bowling Green, Times:0
The NewsMessenger. Danville
Enterprise, Elizabethtown, Glasgow
Henderson
Gleaner.
Daily Times, The
Kentucky New Era, Hopkinsville
Lexington Herald-Leader, The CouroarThe LedgerJournal, Louisville
independent The Murray Ledger A
Times, The Paducah Sun, Appalachian
News Express Pikeville, Kentucky
Enquirer. Fort iviitcnek. WAVE.
WSON

011,e, lo,rovaly v0464
18 Lexington Catholic 8 Franklin Co
7 Lou Seneca 6. Boone Co 5 North
Hardin 5 Lex. Paul Dunbar 4 Russell
Co 4 John Hardin 3 Hazard 3
Anderson Co 2 George Rogers Clark
2 Lou Male 1

Gottfried quits as Alabama
basketball coach

TUSCALOOSA. Ala. (AP) one involved," Gottfried said
— Mark Gottfried resigned as in a statement released by the
Alabama's basketball coach university.
Monday, leaving in the midThe Crimson Tide's record
dle of his 11th season amid this year is 12-7, 2-3 in the
criticism of both the team's Southeastern Conference.
play and the departure of a
Gottfried's teams have
star player.
missed the NCAA tournament
The school said Gottfried the last two years, and the
him to focus on getting the will immediately be replaced coach was criticized over the
ball up the floor even quick- by assistant coach Philip Pearrecent departure of point guard
er, which played right into the son. Alabama's next game is
Ronald Steele, a preseason firstguard's
Thursday.
at Arkansas on
hands of the 5-foot-9
AP All-American pick
team
strengths.
Gottfried, who played at
who later was
"I do like to play like that." Alabama, said he quit during two years ago,
The school
he said. "Coach Greene wants a meeting with athletic direc- hit by injuries.
on
departure
Steele's
blamed
so
more,
ball
us to push the
tor Mal Moore.
a recent injury, but Steele said
I had to come in and push the
wonderful
a
"It has been
ball a lot harder and faster. It decade for me and my fami- there was more to his decks
keeps me from getting pressured ly, and I love the University sion than that.
a whole lot more like I did
Gottfried signed a six-year
of Alabama. but I feel that it
last year."
is in the best interests of every- contract with Alabama in 2005.

•Poll
From Page 9
Krzyzewski said Monday. "It is not something
you try to keep winning but you try to keep
improving. I think it goes with the territory
we've been in for awhile."
Duke received 62 first-place votes and 1,789
points from the 72-member national media panel
to easily outdistance Connecticut (18-I). which
was No. 1 on six ballots and had 1,694 points,
47 more than Pittsburgh (18-It, which had
three first-place votes.
Pitt moved into the No. I spot three weeks
ago for the first time in school history and the
Panthers were replaced at the top last week by
Wake Forest, which had spent a total of two
weeks at the top before that.
The Demon Deacons lost to Virginia Tech
on Wednesday and dropped to No. 6. Duke
heat North Carolina State and Maryland last
week.
"It's a long race and it's good if you're in
the lead at some time," Krzyzewski said. "It's
never had. but it's a long race."
Three teams — Saint Mary's. Washington
and Kentucky — moved into the rankings for
the first time this season. replacing Minnesota. Notre Dame and Florida.
Oklahoma (19-1), which received one firstplace vote, moved from sixth to fourth, jumping North Carolina, which was a unanimous
No. 1 in the preseason poll and for the first
seven weeks of the season.
With Duke, Wake Forest and North Carolina all being from the Atlantic Coast Conference, it is the fourth time one league has three
teams reach No. 1 in the same season. The
Southeastern Conference did it in 2002-03(Alabama, Florida, Kentucky), while the Big Eight
did it in 1989-90 (Kansas. Missouri, Oklahoma) and the ACC in 1985-86 (Georgia Tech,
North Carolina, Duke).
"Any level of high success, even though
it's not permanent with a No. 1 ranking, it's
a good benchmark," Krzyzewski said.
All but 18 of the weeks Duke has spent at
No. I have been since Krzyzewski took over
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the program in 1980.
North Carolina is third on the No. 1 list
with 104 weeks.
Louisville, which won at Syracuse on Sunday, moved up two spots to seventh and was
followed by Marquette, Michigan State and
Xavier.
Texas was 11th and was followed by Clemson, Butler, Arizona State, Syracuse, Purdue.
UCLA. Memphis. Illinois and Gonzaga.
The last five ranked teams were Villanova,
Saint Mary's, Washington. Kentucky and Georgetown.
Saint Mary's (18-1) moved into the rankings on a I5-game winning streak since a loss
to Texas-El Paso. The Gaels were ranked for
six weeks last season.
Washington (15-4) beat UCLA this weekend
to take over first place in the Pac- 10. The
Huskies, who were last ranked in January 2007.
have won four straight and 13 of 14 with the
lone loss to California in triple overtime.
Kentucky (16-4) has won five straight and
11 of 12 with the lone loss on a 25-foot buzzer
beater at Louisville. The Wildcats, who started the season with losses to VM1 and North
Carolina. were last ranked in the preseason
poll of 2007-08.
Notre Dame (12-6) dropped out from 19th
following its third straight loss. a 69-61 defeat
to Connecticut which ended the Fighting Irish's
45-game home winning streak, They were ranked
every week this season, reaching as high as
seventh.
Minnesota (17-3) lost to Purdue last week
before beating Indiana 67-63. The Gophers,
who fell out from 21st. had been ranked for
the past five weeks.
Florida (17-3) followed a 70-69 last-second
loss to South Carolina with a 84-69 victory
over Vanderbilt but that couldn't keep the
Gators from falling out from 24th.
Georgetown. which lost to West Virginia and
Seton Hall last week to extend its losing streak
to three games, had the week's biggest drop,
falling from No. 12 to 25th.

portfolio managementfor life
EVERY

EVERY STAGE

EVERY

Life comes in many pA'ases.
From walking down the aisle to raising a family to planning for retirement.
And many financial decisions come along the way.
But one of those decisions is simple. Call

Mark

Vinson at Heritage Solutions for ALL your
financial planning. Mark has the experience to
provide you with the answers to your questions
and the products to make your plans a reality.
110 North 12th St • Allwrray. la 420'!
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difficult
situation

Above, residents work to cut up a fallen tree on Main Street near Kopperud Realty on Wednesday morning. The tree was one of many on the ground after the recent ice storm moved through the area. Below,
ice covered almost every outdoor surface, including these power lines on 16th Street near the campus
of Murray State University. As the sun warmed the air on Friday, this ice became a danger as it thawed
and started to fall.

Electricity
restored in
parts of city
By TOM BERRY

said Murray Electric System is
hoping to have electrical power
Murray-Calloway County res- to about 50 percent of customers
idents face the task of digging by Monday; however only about
out of fallen trees, bitter cold 15 percent ofcounty resident will
and darkness this weekend while have power in the next few days.
trying to lay hands on gasoline, By the latest estimate it may take
heating fuels, food and other two weeks or more before power
necessities in the wake of an is restored countywide; dependice storm that has paralyzed the ing on weather and damage.
region.
The severity of the storm
For the first time in recent turned out to be far greater than
memory, all of Calloway, Graves anticipated. Steen said emergenand Marshall counties as well as cy and relief efforts are under
most of the Purchase Area and way and personnel are working
western Kentucky were totally as efficiently and effectively as
without power through most of they can to aid those suffering
Wednesday and Thursday with through the calamity.
communications by landline tele"We already have some agreephone cut off as well as AT&T ment with outside contractors,"
and other cell phone services.
he said. "They are here and they
President Barack Obama has are working."
declared the state a disaster
Returning power to the Murarea with help from the Federal ray Calloway County is primarEmergency Management Agen- ily dependent on what can be
cy ordered to the area. Kentucky, provided by the Tennessee Valley
along with some parts of Arkan- Authority in Tennessee; however
sas. were the hardest hit by the icing of powerlines has led to
ice storm.
regionwide blackouts. MES had
The first winter storm of the power up to about 30 percent of
season left thousands in the dark Murray by mid-day Friday, but
without heat or cell phone ser- lost it when TVA conductor lines
vices through AT&T, Cingular contacted or arched with static
and other providers.
lines in Tennessee, accorcling to
Deputy Emergency Manage- TVA spokesman. The power was
ment Director Jeff Steen said restored within a few hours.
Friday that city, county and state
According to information proemergency services personnel as vided by emergency management
well as power companies have officials Friday, the area remains
been working around the clock in an emergency situation until
to get the lights and heat turned further notice and the public is
,ut. Coordinating emergency asked to exercise caution when
and relief agencies throughout traveling. Be particularly carethe county fiom the Public Safe- ful around emergency services
ty and Emergency Management personnel or those working to
Center at Murray State Univer- restore power and telephone sersity, Steen said help from outside vices countywide.
the area has poured into the local
Steen is urging those without
area an effort to repair power and • power living in the city or the
communications infrastructure. county to turn off all electrical
Steen urged all residents to appliances to prevent problems
practice patience and coopera- arising as power is turned on.
tion during the situation and look Electrical feedback from appliout for neighbors until the region
can recover from the destruction
left in the storm's wake Steen In See Page 6
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Superintendents
weighing impact
of storm before
return to school
Gy AYIIIGIt LOUGH

and the rest of the administrative
staff a base to work out of.
School systems in Murray and
Both superintendents expressCalloway County are awaiting es concern at how the missed
the outcome of the storm before school days will he made up.
being able to fully comprehend Calloway has now missed seven
the impact.
days of school that have yet to
Steve Hoskins, supenntendent be made up. Murray has been out
of Calloway County schools, and six total days, but one has already
Bob Rogers, superintendent of been made up in December.
Murray City schools., both said
Until the disaster is over, it is
it would be a few days before unsure how days will be made up,
knowing how the storm and out- but both superintendents menages will affect school.
tioned that days may be added to
"At this point, we're meeting the end of the school year.
Sunday afternoon to make a deciMurray State University had
sion about Monday," Hoskins limited power from generators
said. "I just don't know right and was offering basic shelter
now what Monday is going to services as of Friday. All weeklook like even if the power and end activities on-campus have
water get turned back nn."
been postponed, including the
Hoskins was also concerned men's and women's basketball
with the bus system, and whether games and presidential scholaror not his drivers' busses were ship interviews.
intact. He said it may be a while
University students were told
before bus routes are restored that classes were canceled until
to the county, which will factor at least Monday. Up-to-date
in to when school can return to information is available on the
session.
Murray State Web site at www.
"Our busses travel 3,000 miles MurrayState.edu or by calling
per day, and I'm not sure how (270) 809-4000. Students are
many roads are good right now," able to make long-distance calls
he said.
from the housing office located
Rogers said the Murray dis- at Stewart Stadium, and intemet
trict was out surveying the dam- service is available at the Lovett
age on Fnday.
Auditorium shelter.
"We're seeing where we have
As of press time, an official
power and if there are any water statement released by the Unileaks," he said. " The biggest versity on Friday said the residamage so far is coming from dence halls would remain closed
the loss of food in our freezers." until possibly sometime SaturAny food that would other- day morning:The reopening is
wise spoil was being offered to pending the restoration of buildshelters to cook and distribute. ing systems which will also need
Rogers said.
to be tested. The statement also
Murray Middle School m,as said certain halls will need some
included in the initial power res- Jean-up due to water leaks and
toration on Friday, giving Rogers other problems.

Staff Writer

Above. ice buildup on trees in the community show the magnitude of this week's storm.
Below, Murray State University students
and residents of the community utilize the facilities of Murray State University's Lovett
Auditorium which has served as a local
warming center.

Rouse salutes community
for pulling together
•Ledger & Times Publisher Alice Rouse said Thursday,
"I've been here for more than
30 years and this is the first
time to miss getting out a newspaper. Even with the fire we
experienced many years ago,
we were able to publish.
"We salute the residents
of the community for pulling

Residents cut a lice at the corner of Poplar and South 15th streets following this weeks storm damage.

together the way they has,.
done. We are most appreciative of hometown resident Don
Cherry and the ones at Kroger
for opening immediately under
such conditions to help our
residents."
She also complimented all
emergency response personnel
for their long hours of work.
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Businesses finding ways
to cope with outages
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Generators help
to keep doors open
during ice storm
By KYSER LOUGH

Staff Writer
%kith utilities out across town,
area businesses are finding various ways to cope with the outages.
Kroger of Murray was one of
the first businesses to re-open
Wednesday, after firing up their
in-house emergency backup gencratin. The generator was enough
to power the cash registers and
some lights, but not the refrigeration units. They were able to
provide basic supplies for a large
crowd that gathered to re-stock
despite wait times that sometimes exceeded two hours just to
check out.
"It took at least two hours to
check out, not including the time
to shop." said Judy Mathis. who
drove with her husband from
Aurora.
Don Cherry of Kroger said a
secondary generator was on the
way from St. Louis that would
bring up the entire store.
"If that happens, we'll have
everything powered back up,"
Cherry said.
Elsewhere in Murray,O'Reilly
Auto Parts had a generator powering the store on Wednesday
afternoon and was offering generators fur sale to the public.
They sold their limited supply of
78 generators quickly, but Allan
Day is said a truck of around 170
generators was on the way and
they would sell them on a firstcome, first-serve basis.
"We're coordinating with the
manufacturer of the generators
and the 're shipping as another 80 after today," Davis said.
"We'll also be getting five-gallon gas cans, power inverters.
rock salt, all the essentials."
Gas vv as not readily available
on Wednesday or Thursday. due
to lack of power, but some stations began opening on Friday as
power was restored.
The Pocket's Shell gas station

on the corner of U.S. 641 and
Chestnut Street was receiving a
tanker of gasoline Friday morning with more on the way. A
source from the station said they
would continue to pump as long
as power was available. They
had uttered kerosene for sale on
Thursday and said many residents misunderstood and thought
they vv .o.. selling gamAilic.
flanks around town consolidated their resources into branches
that had power on Thursday. and
offered limited services to their
clients.
Regions Bank, lill&T and the
Murray Bank locations on L'S.
641 north of Chestnut were up
and running Friday morning and
planned on remaining open as
long as power was being supplied to the branches. Sources
from all three banks said that
limited services and hours should
be expected, but customers could
come in and get account balances
and make basic transactions.
All businesses reported that
customers were generally courteous and thankful for the services
being °tiered. Despite limited
supplies and slow wait times,
residents appeared calm and
patient.
Mathis said she enjoyed the
time to meet new people while
waiting in line at Kroger.
"People are laughing and
patient," she said. "It's real
good."
"Like one customer said,
'There's nothing to do but go
home,— Cherry said.
Restaurants are limited just
like banks, and opened as they
were able. Ilardees had around
30 customers waiting in the
lobby and the drive-thru line
was wrapped around the corner.
Francine Tucker and her family
waited over 30 minutes in the
drive-thru line. but said the fresh
chicken biscuits were worth the
wait.

In addition to power lines
snapped by trees, many
utility poles, like this one
on North 16th Street, were
also damaged.

Above and below, residents flocked to Kroger in Murray and waited up to two hours to check out.
Kroger
was one of the first locations open for business thanks to an in-house emergency generator that
powered
lights and registers. Despite the crowds, staff reported there were no major incidents. The store
opened
at 8 a.m. on Wednesday and reported a steady stream of customers during operating hours. They
were
expecting to have a larger generator arrive from St. Louis that would power the entire store, including
the
refrigerators.
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Devastating
storm keeps
police busy

Above, workers refuel the tanks at Pocket's Shell at the corner of Chestnut and 12th streets. Some stations in town were able
to operate the pumps Friday morning. Below, workers with the state department of highways place a four-way stop sign at the
intersection of Chestnut and 4th streets.

J&J Apartment complex on North 12th street was still smoldering Thursday morning after burning Wednesday night.

By HAWKINS TEAGUE
Staff Writer
Since the first bout of destructive winter weather hii c -allow as
t'ounty Monday night. it's been one disaster after another for etts
and county law enforcement, fire fighters and the public in general
Murray Police Chief Ken Claud said that since the power and
phone lines went out across the city and county. the public has
relied on his officers to help them get in touch with family members
to make sure everyone is safe. Although few businesses has c been
ipen during the crisis, officers maintained a presence at those that
have. Kroger was one of the first to open, and crowds were lined up
to the back of the store in line on Wednesday as employees typed in
each item one by one.
Claud said there were a few situations officers had to defuse while
people were trying to get supplies, but they managed to keep it under
control. Police were also helping to deliver welfare checks Friday
morning.
Calloway Cuct7ity Shcriff Bin Mao-wt. .said depuilLs i:au I icen
working 12-hour shifts doing anything needed, including dropping
by county homes to check on the welfare of residents, especially the
elderly. He said Kentucky State Police and DES had assisted them
with the calls and that the Murray Calloway Transit Authority had
worked with them to transport people to the warming shelters at the
Wealcs Community Center and Lovett Auditorium on the campus of
Murray State University.
Marcum said that over the last few days,there have not been many
crime-related calls, although he noted that most people had been
without phone services to report anything. He said there had been a
few theft reports and that people should be aware that temporarily
abandonded houses arc vulnerable to theft. He said any suspicious
behavior should be reported to law enforcement to prevent any
burglaries.
Marcum and Claud said the county and city emergency operators
stayed up and running on generators throughout the last few days.
Tim Manning, deputy chief for Calloway County Fire and Rescue.
said that since Tuesday, the agency had responded to four structure
fires and one car fire. Murray Fire Chief Michael Skinner said that
stations one and two in town were without permanent generators, so
employees had to go to Paris. Tenn. on Thursday to purchase some.
Skinner said the biggest fire his agency responded to was when
J & J Apartments on North 12th Street burned Wednesday night.
He said the fire had started sometime after 10:30 p.m.. which had
been after water had become unavailable throughout the county. The
blaze started close to the middle ofthe building and fire fighters had
come close to stopping it when they ran out of water and the tire
continued. By the time a tanker truck arrived with more water, it
was too late and the blaze had made its way through the rest of the
apartments. City Fire Marshal Dickie Walls said the flames moved
quickly partly because the ceiling was topped by two roofs.
Skinner said they were still investigating to find out what had
started the fire and that several residents had left to go to warming
shelters before anyone had a chance to interview them. lie said that
anyone that had lived in .1 & 1 Apartments that hadn't talked to police
or fire fighters needed to call the fire department at 762-0320.
MFD also responded to a fire on Beale Street Thursday. which
was apparently caused by a garment on a heater after power started
coming back on in parts of the city. Walls said they were able to put
it out in time to keep the building from being destroyed.
Power went out again at 10:45 a.m. Friday due to a downed TVA
line. Skinner said residents needed to unplug all electronic equipment so that when power comes back on, a surge would not destroy
the equipment or cause a fire.
Residents of J & J Apartments were at Lovett Thursday morning.
Steve Rowe said that most of them had lost everything, including
some medicines and breathing machines.
"The only thing anybody has are their automobiles." he said.
Other people at Lovett included MSU students. Some of them
were international students and a few couldn't leave because they
couldn't buy gas anywhere in town. Many other people were there
with small children after leaving their cold homes.
"It's the weirdest thing I've ever seen," said Susan Tharpe. "It's
like the apocalypse. People are walking around with their suitcases."
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Bailey: Hospital
services continue
By HAWKINS TEAGUE

Staff Wnter
Thanks to the hard work 01
Murray -Calloway C ounty Hospital staff and help from the community, the hospital continued its
serY ices during the power outage
without interruption.
MCCII C.F.O. Keith Bailey
said employees and medical stall
have been working around the
clock to see to the welfare of
patients as generators kept the
building powered lie said he
was also grateful to city and
county emergency agencies for
helping them with anything they
needed.
Melony Bray, MCCII director
of planning and marketing, said
about 30 cots had been set up
for employees to stay oyernight
Many of them living out in the
county braved the roads Wednesday morning to check in and see
%kik:re theY were needed. The
hospital was still tilled to capacity Friday morning, she said.
Bray said they had set up an
area in outpatient surgery for
oxygen tanks and also clinics

or
she
said at the beginning ot
the hospital and ,aleteria %Nits
opened to the public and sersed
as a shelter helot,: the other
warming shelters had opened.
She said, thouuh. that they soon
had to limit 'heir rood to staff
and patient. Liod shipments
hay e been on ,:liedule hut were
still limited to emploees and
patients as ot Friday morning.
she said.
Although power came back
to the hospital at about 5:30
p.m. Thursday, it was back on
generated power at 10:45 a.m.
Friday. At 1:45 on Friday afternoon. Bray said the hospital was
still in eenemicd po•Aer and was
only doing emergency procedures. She said the Medical Arts
Pharrna,:y
"LI he open until 5
p.m. Friday and ti.,m 9 a in. to I
p.m. Saturday
- three-day emergency prescriptions are being tilled if you
have your bottles or prescriptions with you.- she wrote in an
e-mail. "Narcotics are not being
tilled at this rime"

Tigers' late rally
falls short at All 'A'

Though beautiful. ice accumulation like this was responsible for the loss of power across western Kentucky.

STAFF REPORT
After trailing by past two at halftime. Murray's offense sputtered
in the third quarter as the Tigers
es entually. fell to LOUIS\ ille Shawnee in the first round of the All 'A'
Classic, 67-54. on Friday.
The game was onginally scheduled for Thursday. but the tirst
round was pushed to Friday due to
snow and ice.
C'ole Hurt led Murray with 21
points as the Tigers hung with
the Golden Eagles throug..h the
first half Murray trailed 31-25 in
the second quarter, then rallied to
score the last four points of the
half to trail by two.
',lilt a 17-4 Shawnee run to
open the second half propelled the
Golden Eagles into a double-digit
lead they would never relinquish.
Murray didn't score for the tirst
530 of the second half. Shawnee
advances 4o Saturday's quartertinal round.

Murray got iii f its sconng
from tour play ers. senior forward Chasm Sheppard notched a
double-double with 13 points ann
10 rebounds while Aaron Jones
scored 12 points and pulled down
eight boards. Point guard Blake
Darnall scored Se en.
The Tigers cut the lead to eight
with four minutes remaining. hut
two quick Shawnee baskets pushed
the Golden 1 agle lead back to 12.
Cory Jackson led Shawnee
with 19 point, %011ie Kendal lion
poured in 10.
Shawnee shot 53 percent from
the field while the Tigers shot 45
percent. Murray connected unjust
one three-pointer. going 1-tOr-12
from beyond the arc. The Tigers
also turned the ball user 19 times.
Murray did enjoy a 33-24
rebounding advantage
For more on the Tigers' trip to
the All 'A' Classic. see Monday's
Ledger & TirneA.

Residents, like Casey Schwartz. parked outside had a thick layer of ice and snow to scrape off before they could go anywhere. Below
freezing temperatures or,,yent,
,,-

n!'l 'ate
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Photos in this section by Kyser Lough,
Hawkins Teague and Tom Berry

•rL.

A broken utility pole hangs
dangerously on ice-covered
power lines on North 16th
street near the intersection
with Diuguid Drive.

Much of the county is still reeling
from the effects of this week's
ice storm. At right, a tree narrowly missed a structure off of
South 16th Street.

Trees down throughout the community
show the massive destruction residents
are being forced to deal with.

Many residents were forced to cut
trees blocking roadways before
being able to travel throughout
Calloway County.

II County slowly recovering from ice storm ...
From Front
Information listed below
ances left on can cause problems; causing delay in getting was accurate as of noon Fripower grids up for everyone. day; however the situation in
Once power is restored, Steen some circumstances may have
said residents may then turn the changed since press time.
Those with working radios
appliances on safely.
According to state and local are diked to tune in to WKMS
sources, most major roadways‘radio broadcasting from the
have been cleared of debris Nmergency operations center at
and are passable; however sec- MTV for the latest information.
ondary roadways will remain W141S may be picked up at
hazardous as falling trees and 9.1.3 attd 93.5 on the FM dial.
Some businesses in Murlimbs may pose a threat or
ray and Hazel are now open
block some sections.

for the purchase of food, fuel,
hardware and other needs for
those that must brave the cold
and darkness through the crisis. Lowes reports getting some
kerosene heaters and fuel.
A shipment of generators is
expected on Saturday and will
be sold on a "first come, first
served" basis
Those that do not have wattr
may obtain drinking water at
the Regioral Special Events
Center at MSU daily through

6 p.m. A boil water advisory
is in effect until further notice
for those that do have water
services. The water should be
boiled for at least three minutes
before used.
A few fueling stations were
open on 'iriday including Pockers Shell at the intersection of
Chestnut and N. 12th Street,
stations located at Wal-Mart
and Kroger and the Max Fuel
station on U.S. 641 North. Others may be in operation dur-

ing the weekend and possibly
Monday.
In Hazel, the city's Chek
Mart gas station and convenience store was open Friday.
Kentucky State Police, Murray Police, Calloway County
Sheriff's Department and
other emergency personnel are
checking on residents to insure
their welfare. A primary concern is the elderly. On Friday,
emergency and relief agencies
reported may situations where

residents have been trapped in
their homes by falling trees,
cold, lack of transportation and
other factors.
All residents are urged to
help their neighbors.
"We're all in this together
and we'll get through it together," Steen said.
For the latest information
concerning the relief effort tune
into WKMS or other local radio
stations. You may also call
WKMS at 1-270-809-4737.

